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The difference of two arcs of an allipse that do not over¬ 

lap may be expressed through the difference of two lengths on a straight 

line; in other words, this difference may be expressed in an algebraic 

manner. This is the geometrical significance of a theorem due to the 

Italian mathematician Fagnano. It was also well known through the 

works of Fagnano, Jacob Bernoulli and others that the expression for 

sin (x+y), sin ( x - y), etc., provided a means of adding or subtract¬ 

ing the arcs of circles, and that between the limits of two-integrals 

that express lengths of arc of a lemniscaté an algebraic relation exists, 

such that the arc of a lemniscate, although a transcendent of higher or¬ 

der, may be doubled or halved just as the arc -of a circle by means of 

geometric construction. 

did not have similar properties. It was by investigating such properties 

that Euler made the remarkable discovery of the addition. theorem of ellip 

there exists among x, y, a an algebraic relation which is the addition 

theorem of the arcs of an ellipse and is the solution of the differential 

It was natural to inquire if the ellipse, hyperbola, etc., 

tic integral^. Euler showed that if 

where R( $ ) is a rational integral function of the fourth degree in f , 

* Nov. Comm. Petrop., VI, pp. 58-84. 
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However, a more direct proof of this theorem was later given by 

Lagrange in a manner which caused great admiration on the part of 

Euler**. 

The rational functions may be characterized by the 

properties of being one-valued and of having no other singularities 

than poles* These functions also possess algebraic addition theorems.. 

Also the general trigonometric functions (rational functions of sin u, 

cos u) have only polar, singularities in the finite portion of the 

plane. These functions have periods which are integral multiples of one ■ 

primitive period 2U . These properties, however, are not sufficient 

to characterize the trigonometric functions, for these properties belong 

sin u 
also to the function 8 , for example, which is not trigonometric. 

To characterize the trigonometric functions, it is necessary to add the 

further condition that they have algebraic addition theorems. We might 

note that Weierstrass characterized as an elliptic function any one-valued 

analytic function which has only polar singularities in the finite portion 

of the plane ahd which possesses an algebraic addition theorem. The trig¬ 

onometric and rational functions are limiting cases where one or both 

primitive periods are infinite respectively. 

Weierstrass began his study of elliptic integrals by seeking 

the origin of the periodic functions in a fundamental problem of function 

* Serret's Oeuvres de Lagrange, T. II P. 533. 



theory, namely: Let —- ^-3., U-t f(^o} he a sequence 

of values of the argument of a single valued analytic function <p(M- ). 

If the U's follow a given analytical law then the corresponding sequence 

  4>(u-'), cp(Uc), $&,), ' 

may be assumed to be connected by a given law. This then determines the 

character of the function. If, however, the law of the U* s is given and 

.the function is given, then the law connecting the cf>b is determined. If 

either the law connecting the U.'s is given or the law connecting the b 

is given,but not both, then any class of functions whatever can be defined 

by a suitable choice of the remaining law. 

We may, for example, choose to have the 11' s form an arithmetic 

series. Hence if U , U , U are any three consecutive values, we have 
l’ 2 5 

which represents the analytical law connecting the U.’s. Suppose now we 

require that the corresponding <j) !» form a geometric series. Then we have 

which represents the law connecting the . This, however, defines the 

class of exponential functions. For we have 

<P(<*) = & 

and if we let 
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then 

4 £/j \ * Ut*Uj 

a * j = a. cj>lu,). 4>tu,) 

By reversing the laws so that the TV s form a geometric series and the 

corresponding <j>b form an arithmetic series, then ne define the func¬ 

tion inverse to the exponential function, that is, the logarithmic 

function, as we would expect. For them 

- U,• u2 CX^JL Cp(u%) = ^ [$(“>)+ 

or cp [ ( UrU3y] = 4^‘\] 

which we see is satisfied by the function Cp (U) = log H. 

Daniels* shows that if the U's form an arithmetic series and 

if the corresponding functions are connected by a law expressible as a 

rational integral function then this defines the class of singlè valued 

doubly periodic functions. 

The simplest case of a function which has an algebraic addi¬ 

tion theorem is the exponential function 

<p(?) = e 

It follows at once that 

4>(z,-^) = </&,). 

Such an equation offers a means of determining the value of the function 

for the function of the sum of two quantities as arguments when the values 

of the function of the two arguments taken separately are known. More ex¬ 

plicitly we define as follows: 

* See No. 9, bibliography 
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A function <H*) is said to possess an algebraic addition 

theorem, if between an algebraic relation 

exists with coefficients independent of and 2^ . i.et 

I = <l>(u) 

(l) •*) - <f>(lr) 

| r <p(u+r) 

where <p is an analytic function of a complex argument. 

If (p has an algebraic addition theorem, then we have 

the equation 

(2) G(i)=° 

where G represents a polynomial in Jfj £ with coefficients indepen¬ 

dent of u,v. 

We shall consider some of the properties of a function having 

an algebraic addition theorem. 

Theorem 1. If in the region R which contains the origin the 

analytic fimc tion 4>(u) has an algebraic addition theorem, then for all 

u,v in R 

where H is an integral function with constant coefficients with respect to 

u tand v. 
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We have from (l) and (2) 

(3) 
11 

"
5

^
 

à £J 
as ' 

*1 * 

(4) d G - 
d IT 

<DG . 
a*? d\r 

Put 

u -f IT- 

Then 

(5) 
Pi ai a Æ 

~ a -ft a M- 

as a = o 

o> Q 
as il = o 

dr 

~ "5T ~ ^ f> dr 
JU 
a L* 

Hence using (5) and subtracting (3) and (4) we get 

(6) d G J f __ c) 5 < 0 

di ' a^ ’ 

The function G is a polynomial in §)'*), £ so that is a polynomial 

in Sif J 'V» S an(^ is one in ,f > Hence we may write 

W G( i, % 5> cio f-> <?, 1%-- + a*» 

(8) 4oS*+ —v/J* 

where a. is a polynomial in J" and /hj and A. is a polynomial in /'•> 
dr ' 



then (6) yields the desired If ^ does hot appear in nor 

function H. Otherwise we eliminate N£ from (7) and (8) and get 

(9) H (~S> £fj o 
Corollary. Under the hypothesis of this theorem we have 

do) -£( îi dl)z -/ £ 4>(uh <t>'(uÜ= * 
where £ is a polynomial in <f> and <p1

 in which u does not appear ex¬ 

plicitly. 

To show this we expand H in powers of £ and £ ' . ^he 

coefficients are functions of 'ÿ and ^ including constants. The 

coefficients are not all zero for then H would be identically zero. 

Let the coefficient 

be different from zero for some value of v. Fix this value of v and 

place it in (9) and we get a relation of the form (10). 

The ordinary differential equation (10) is referred to as the 

éliminant equation. We shall show later that as a converse to the above 

corollary we may say that if a one-valued analytic function 4>iu) has the 

property that between the functions 4>(u) and 4>'(u) there exists an 

algebraic equation whose coefficients are independent of U. then 4>(u) 

has an algebraic addition theorem, -^ence the éliminant equation may be 

used to test whether or not an algebraic equation connecting £j ^ 

is one implying the existence of an algebraic addition theorem. 
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We shall give later one of the examples that have been ex¬ 

hibited showing that the converse of theorem 1 is not true in general. 

Let us consider the algebraic equation 

and solve it for au We get 

^7 

T&
- 

ii 

where V(fJ is, of course, an algebraic function of ,f . This may be 

written 

|l 

^
 A

 
^

 

m 

From which we get 

etê 
U- U, = f(S) 

Hence we may state 

Theorem 2. If the analytic function ,£ = ^^0 has an alge- 

braie addition theorem then U. may be expressed as the integral of an 

algebraic function of J . 

Theorem 5. If the analytic function f 5 *CU.) has an 

algebraic addition theorem, then the higher derivatives of may 

be expressed as a rational function of <P(u) and fiCu) , except for 

cases noted below. 

Since 4lu) has an algebraic addition theorem we have from (10) 

■f'(î'f'Jz tio f-h at $**•* 
o 
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where n is a positive integer and t /*• are integral 

functions of J . We .may take ■/ as irreducible, that is, it cannot 

be resolved into two factors each of which is an integral function? for 

if it is not such we may take a factor, for which this is true, in place 

of . Then there is a pair of values of £* for which — o 

but for which 

of common roots of 

o_ 

AJ- 
"jg, O . Moreover there are only a finite number 

(11) 

These are the exceptional cases of the theorem and are termed singular 

roots. We exclude these roots. 

Let 

(12) f; $' - 

jk sJi 
be a root of -f~ ~ o but not of -~t — o .We have from (11) 

= + W =° 

Hence 

- lit 

Similarly it may be shown that for U = C40 we have $ 0 expressed in the 

form of a fraction whose denominator is a power of -SL£ and so on for 
à? 

higher derivatives. 
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Theorem 4. If U, is a value such that U, # Mo' hut 

/„ - f(«.j = <t>(u,) 

1/ = <t>‘(u„)= 4>'(U.) 

where 4>(u) satisfies the conditions of theorem 3 and where Uo > U, are 

not singular solutions of (<f>, <(>') -o , then 4>(u) is a periodic 

function having a period Ut—Ue. 

Since is analytic in the region R, we have 

= cj>(Ua) + (il-Uo) 4>‘(U<})+-£- iK-Uo) 4>(Uà)* 

(13) <p(U) - <j>(Ui) + tu~ iiï (.^-14,) <f> + 

where U. is in the region of convergence. But by theorem 3, 

<pn(Uo) = A3, f <Ut/,)jé'(i(.)] > where \ is a rational Action and 

(P"(U,) •=. If, E <t>'(Ui)J But by hypothesis 4>(u,) ; 4>(Uq)- $>(Ut).*• z^‘ 

Hence, reasoning in a similar manner we may conclude that 

= 4,'tu,) 

4>"‘( u„) = d>"(u.) 

flu,, = r<«,) 

Let v be an arbitrary complex quantity such that U + \r- and 

~ V~ be points in the circle of convergence of the first and second 

series in (13) respectively. Then we may write 



(14) 

<f>(u0-t^) - 4(U*)+ V 4'CUo) + *%■! <t>"Cu*)+ --- 

4>(u,+ri= <plu,)+ %!   

Consequently, since ^(Ue) - ^(U,) , Ti-ûj/jij  

4>(U0tlr) = (f)(U,-t-ir) 

Hence U, - UQ is a period, for if we put - Uo — 2-UJ we 

have 

(p(Uo-Hr) = 4> (Uo-f \r+ 3.co) 

Daniels* proves the following theorem along this line: 

Theorem 5. If ç/>(U) has an algebraic addition theorem 

and in the neighborhood of a regular point takes on the same value an 

arbitrarily large number of times then 4(H) is a periodic function. 

We return now to the equations 

(2) G ($>*}> S) =■ 0 

JL§. dL d 6 d~, _ 
(6) <?f ctu. ' Mu ~ ° 

These may be written as 

*See No. 9, bibliography. 
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(14) û„ S + a, j + ■* fi***! ~~ & 

(15) 
A. A,S% -- 

respectively, where the a’s are polynomials in fj '*1 and the A's are 

be the highest common divisor of the left members of (14) and (15). It 

variables indicated in (16). Then (16) placed equal to zero is the 

simplest equation for which (2) and (6) hold simultaneously. Now let 

where R is a rational function, live shall now set out to determine all 

analytic functions having an addition theorem and such that the relation 

(17) is satisfied. All these functions have the property of being single 

valued. This means then that, for the present, we limit ourselves to 

single valued analytic functions. Later we consider general cases. 

We shall show that 

polynomials in 7* . Let 

(16) 

is an integral function of the a's and A's and & and therefore of the 

us assume that is a single valued function of its arguments and 

that '*]>'*]' each has a défini te value for a definite value of U 

and v. Then .§ also must have a definite value and ^ is of the 

first degree in Hence we may write 

(17) 

(i) all rational functions of u 

(i i) all rational functions of C , where =fco ei **> 

have algebraic addition theorems and the property expressed by (17). 



These functions are limiting cases of elliptic functions; 

those in class (i) are not periodic, hut those in class (ii) are simply 

periodic. 

Finally,we shall show that 

(iii) the elliptic functions have algebraic addition theorems 

and property (17). 

Having done this we shall have proved 

Theorem 6. Every single valued analytic function having an 

addition theorem and property (17) is an elliptic function or a limiting 

case of an elliptic function. 

Let he a rational function of u and of finite degree 

and put 

| - 4(^) ) ~ <4(lr) j >5 “ $(U+ir) 

Then we may eliminate u and v from these three equations and get 

(18) G(§J «1, D = O 

where G denotes an integral function of ,§ j £ . Writing 

as) i = $(“) 

we note that each is algebraic in u which we may eliminate and get the 

integral equation 

(20) £( h f'J = o 
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which is the éliminant equation in which u does not appear explicitly. 

The equations (18) and (20) are sufficient to show that <f>(&■) has 

an algebraic addition theorem. 

We show now that u may be expressed as a rational function 

of £ and £* . To do so we assume first that £ = and 

have only one common root U0 , which may be multiple. 
ctu. 
By determining the highest common factor and placing it equal to zero 

we get an equation in Uj | j §' . If this equation is of the first 

degree in u we may solve it for u in the desired form. If this equation 

is of degree m we have 

(21) a .if + a, iT"* + *». = « , 

where the ars are functions of £ and £ ' . But U0 being a multiple 

root we must also have 

(22) 

Expanding (22) in powers of u and equating coefficients to those in (21) 

we get 

ft, - - rrn &o Uo OLfo Uo = - /sm Ae> 

But Q.O ) are integral functions of $ and and so U0 is 

expressed rationally in . Hence we may write 

U=: R( |,|j IT- R 
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where R is a rational function. Hence 

(f>( U + ir) = <j> + Fh’V'jJ 

Since <f> and R are both rational functions we have 

(p (u + ir) = F ( $* Çj 

as desired, for the case where J = and 

\ 
root. But they never have more than one 

roots * Then 

have only one common 

For let =j^ Wx. be common 

fo = 4(k*) CK^JL cfr'cu,) - fJ = 4>'(IU) 
and 

- <pl(u,) dui - $l(u->) cta^ 

Let us exclude the values of u for which 

= fidtx) 

and let §0 and £, now vary continaaily. Then ^ j also vary. Then 

cÙAl - cfux euA^i y^o U, - ~ C 

This shows that as £0 and £0 vary the corresponding values Ut and Uz 

differ by a constant C independent of Ut and Ux. . But whejrn C(, varies 

so as to take position fea U, * ~ Ut + C. then must have moved 

uj- U^-i c • We haTe 

<P(U, j= f.= <#><«»)= <t>(U,+ C) 

«ko = 

Bot <p(u,‘) ? $(»,*<$= f. I. 
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Hence 

4>(U,)- Cp(U,tc)^ <^rn,'+c)= ^2C) 

In a similar way, we find 

£o - ^(«i)= +^t)r = 4>^»+^c) = --- 

But this is a contradiction except for the trivial case of =• constant 

since 

cj>(u)~ /e 

is of finite degree. Hence there is but one common root. 

We shall now prove case (ii). Bet be a real or com- 

, plex quantity, not 0 nor <*> and write 

7t= e 

(25) 1 " 4LU) = 

where \Ji 

(24) 

is a rational function of t. In addition put 

,S= er 

ft) •= <p(lrj = ipfs) 

Hence 
. VL+ Lf) 

PC- s- e 

(2s) I = cf>(u+ IT) = tfj(£S) 

From equations (23), (24), (25) eliminate t and s and get 

(26) Q £ <£(u.), ° 



where G denotes an integral function. We may also eliminate t from 

the equations • * 

(27) ayuvcl £ — yj'c*) 

and get the éliminant equation 

(28) 4(I>Ù=° 

where f denotes an integral function, hence by (26) and (28) cp(. U.) 

has an algebraic addition theorem. 

By methods of case (i) we may show that when (27) have one 

and only one common root in t then we may express 1b and s in the forms 

where R is a rational function. Hence t.s is a rational function of 

|, ' and since ~\p is a rational function 

$>(U + lr) - Tp(t-S) ~ F( 

where F is a rational function. 

Suppose now that the equations 

1 = 4>tu) cuuU <p'(u) 

have more than one common root. -Get jtt ^ be the corresponding two 

common roots of (27). Then 

(29) !• = TPU.) = 

(50) il = 
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and T&x. is an algebraic function of jLt . From (29) 

cit, = cUz-u 

which wheh divided by (50) gives 

I - ■ i - C, j 

Hence 

a^A. ip(i.,).= ip(cé,) 

Consequently, reasoning as in the previous case, we have 

i.= W>)-- fid,) ---- -- $(<?*<)*■ 

But (29) holds for only a finite number of distinct values of £3 . 

Hence in the sequence of values 

x. 2 n W 
(30) C j C , C j   CJ 

\ 

there must be only a finite number of distinct values. Let (29) be of 

degree n in jfcx , then in CtC) C*1 * C**' we must have two equal 

values say 

~ f) > Cfr 

Let p and q be the two smallest values for which this is true 

__ /m . 
Q — C - / -jgSL , m a positive integer such that 

Then 

I <7X1 - /V 

and c= c—rHarj**/*^~(2£c) 
J K ^ h T-j - * • i 
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Then C is the primitive mth root of unity. Hence 

. , \ 1-v) 

c',c J C, C 

are all distinct and there are only m distinct values in sequence (30). 

Let us now write J - =. then it - j and *p 

being of degree n in t is of degree n/m in j. We may write 

A jjf* , (&~ fit)' 

where p is a positive or negative integer and ° A. 

and CL£ -p . Moreover since ~lj) ( - 7p(ci) 

(ci-a,)(ct-cu)-- (c*-«j)(ci)t_ (i-a,)-■■(£- 4,) é* 
(ct-^)(ct-40- (ci--iA ~ (t-i)U-i.)- a-A) 

Putting Jt - a, , we have 

Q,-a,)(c4,- «si- a 

But this first factor is not zero since we took C ^ / , hence some other 

factor is zero. We may choose the labeling such that 

Q\~~ Qi. — o - C d/ 

Similarly, if we let it z in (31) we get 

UQX- a,)(cd^-ax)(ca^^3) — (c ctt- o 

and in a similar manner choose 

C cu - ai a3 = 
c a^= ~ Ô 
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In this manner we get 
on~f 

a., a. a, } a* - c a, ; - t'a, ; - -.   = C 4, 

which are such that G.n.4 4$, since C^-jt £s . By use of a 

Theorem by Cote 

(52) (é- a,)(£-ca,)  (£~c.at) - £ -4 

Hence this factor may be removed from both sides of (51). If factors 

of the form , ûnfo remain, the process is repeated until all 

such factors are removed. Vie do this for the denominator also, and we 

obtain 

TL$ ~ 

Hence ~ K/>v» where K is a positive integer. Replacing the factors 

of the right side of (51) by factors of the form é — fis we may write 

ip U) = A (V*f 
♦ 

ir- or)(t" a: I(iw-a?l.. 
«A U~) 

Hence if (27) have more than one root in common there exists an integer m 

such that may be expressed as a rational function of /£ . ^hat 

is 

J - 4lu) = Tp(t) - TP, U~) = ip, ( 

If the equations 
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have more than one common root we may repeat the process and replace 

'XpI (£**') by 'Vxi't- j and ^urn> thereby continuing 

to reduce the degree of the resulting equation. We must finally arrive at 

such that and have no common root in the correspond¬ 

ing variable . aence the theorem is proved except for (iii), the 

proof of which we must give after other considerations. 

The function 

may be shown to have no algebraic addition theorem, but l/) may be 

expressed rationally in terms of 4>(u) , <p'(u), <p(tr) t <f>'(ir) , which shows 

that a function may have the property that 4>(u+ir) is expressed 

rationally in terms of <p(u)j 4(ir)j ft Or) and yet not possess an addition 

theorem. 

In the previous discussion we have assumed that <t>w was de¬ 

fined for a region R containing the origin, and that was not only 

such as to have an addition theorem but also such that may be 

rationally expressed through <t> Cti), fi'Cv) within this initial 

domain R. These properties are expressed by the two equations 

(a) G £ 4>(u)i <f»fuOJ (f)Cutir)J = o 

(b) = F £ &CU-), 4>(lr)j 4>'(tr)J 

where G is an algebraic function and F is a rational function. Hancock, 

in his Elliptic Functions, proves the following 

Theorem 7. If the function 4>(U) has properties (a) and (b) 

r 
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where u and v are such that u v lies in R, then has the character 

of an integral function or of a (fractional) rational function in the 

neighborhood of the origin. 

Theorem 8. The domain of #uJ may be extended to all finite 

values of the argument u without the function $>(.<*■) ceasing to have the 

character of an integral or (fractional) rational function. 

He shows moreover that the new function is the analytic con¬ 

tinuation of the original function. 

Theorem 9. If i - <p(u) is a doubly periodic function of the 

second order then 

<filLL-tlr) — £ <p(u), 4>Cü-)t 4>(v) ) 

where R is used to denote a rational function. 

We now state theorems due to Liouville, Briot and Bouquet 

which theorems we use in the proof of another theorem. 

Liouville Theorem*. If W = F(n) is a doubly periodic function 

of the Kth order with periods a and b, and ku.) is a doubly periodic 

function of the second order with periods a and b also, then 

Briot and Bouquet Theorem**. If )/\f-zFlU) is a doubly 

periodic function of the Kth order with primitive periods a and b and 

is any other doubly periodic function with the same 

* Liouville, Comptes Rendus V 52, p 450. 

Briot and Bouquet, Fonctions Elliptiques, p 278. 



periods, then 

*= R("> &) 
We are now in a position to complete the proof of (iii) of 

theorem 6. We let 

i ~ 4>(u) ; W = F(u) 

be single valued doubly periodic functions of order 2 and of order K res¬ 

pectively. By theorem 9 

4>(u+ir)- R, [$(“), </>'(u) j 4>C r), (P'ftr)] 

Then also 

By Liouville1s theorem 

F[u) = 

Then also 

F'(u) ~ Fq l 4>Cu), 4>(u)J 

Hence 

F(u + lr) = £(p(Ut1r)j (tfClitlr)] 

- Rx> Ra] 

(35) F(u-hlr) ^ cfr'Cu.) J ctttfj fiort] 
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By Briot and Bouquet's theorem 

(54) <p(u-)- F'(u>] ) Mr) = Rk [FOT), F'Clr)] 

Hence 

(55) 4>'M = 

Consequently from (3S), (34) and (35) 

(36) F( u+tr) - Rg[F(t*)jF'cu)jFMj FŸri] 

It may be shown that a doubly periodic function F is such that 

(57) ^(F> ifu)=° 

where f is an algebraic equation. But (36)- and (37) are the conditions 

that F(u) is a function with an addition theorem. 

In view of theorems (6), (7) and (8), we may say that to any 

one-valued function^ which has everywhere in the finite portion of the plane 

the character of an integral or (fractional) rational function, belongs the 

property that ir) is rationally expressible through $(u)j <#<c)j 

- - * - - • - . Bat a single valued analytic function cannot have more 

than two periods. Hence a single valued analytic function which 

has an algebraic addition theorem is either 

a rational function of u, or 
dJjt 

a rational function of C *° , or 

a rational function of <f>Cu) and <PC«) . 
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We have considered cases of single valued functions which 

possess algebraic addition theorems. However, they need not be such as 

the following theorem shows. 
I 

Theorem 10. A function ^(*0 defined by an algebraic equation, 

the coefficients of which are either 

(a) rational functions of u, or 

(b) single valued simply periodic functions of u, or 

(c) single valued doubly periodic functions of u 

possesses an algebraic addition theorem. 

Case (a). Let V~ I W— <£(u+ IT) WQ have 

U defined by the equation 

(56a) Gjo U + (J + -f “ ° 

where fa fa are rational functions of u } that of highest degree being 
of degree n, say. This equation may be transformed into 

(36b) -f.(o) U.-4 f.CO) !?%---.+ ija) = o 

where the f's are polynomials in U, that f of highest degree being 

Then 

(56c) 

(56d) 

’h(v)vm4 + — • +• -fj.v) - ô 

•fo(W)(a+»rj'V-f,(V)(ütirr,-+ +■ O 

Now eliminate u and v frçm 56a,b,c and we get 

J V) j -f-(w)J — o 



where A is an algebraic function. But f is a polynomial. This may, 

then, be written 

6 ( u, \>, w) - o 

where G is a polynomial with coefficients independent of u and v. 

Hence U ~ 4>LU) has an algebraic addition theorem. 

■ Case (b). Let 60 be the simple period of the g's in (36a), 

where we now consider them single valued and simply periodic. It can be 

shown that if W, r faui then 

lu.) - Ri (u, ) , S- O, I,• svn 

where R is a rational function. Hence we may write 

If p be the highest degree of any U, .then we may write 

£(v)uf* -f.(o) ♦ 4f(u)-o 

where f is a polynomial. If V, = t***- î W s £&-*+• 

then we have 

fetW rf  + 

4.(wj(U.1 r,)K 1(W) y ïptw) - O 

We also have 

U, rt w, + u,+ v; ~w, - o 

Eliminating Un Tu w, from the last four equations we 

get as before 
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G,(u,y, w) = o 

where G is the same kind of function as G. 
X 

Case (c). The coefficients are uniform doubly periodic 

functions of u. i'et 60) 60 be the two periods and let QCu) be the 

Weierstrassian elliptic function with these periods also, ^hen each 

coefficient may be expressed in the form 

('36e) Mi- N ‘Q'di) 
L 

where L, M and N are polynomials in Suppose first that for 

some coefficient the corresponding N 0. Then replacing each co¬ 

efficient by its equivalent in form (36e) the equation (36a) reduces to 

A -f- 6 Vf(u) = o 

where A and B are polynomials in 9?((4) and U. Then 

AX- 8X$(U.) s &X(* &(*)-?•■ fi) 
which is of the form 

tfo t/% a, */*■;. 2. /V*f 
= o 

where the a's are polynomials in tycu) . Let q be the highest power of 

fra) , then this equation may be written 

(56f) * i.m » + *(01** 
ft 

where the b's are polynomials in U. Also we have 
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9%) + Iw t— * ° 

ÙW) •* + + 4ftvj= “ 

From the relation (48), derived later, and (45) we can show that 

lto(%(u)+ ^(Y)* &(u+r)) ( &IU.J- %>&))- g(&(uj+ &£r)4- £/* *■ frfa+r)) 

“ f ‘ ( &(u-) + w)- 1-f*]-h(4 + 1 VCir) ■+ 4 <e\\r) = © 

From the last four equations we may eliminate &(u)j tVfc) and <&(«. + irj 

and obtain, as before, an algebraic equation 

<5* (ü) Vj w) = o 
Suppose next that N = 0 for each coefficient, then the 

equation defining XS may be written in the form (36f) and the result 

still holds. 

The restriction that the coefficients are uniform is not 

essential. If they are not so, the equation can be replaced by one 

which is equivalent to the given one but having uniform coefficients. 

What are the classes of functions of one variable that 

possess, an algebraic addition theorem? 

The answer is found in Vtfeierstrass' theorem which is the 

generalized converse of the preceding theorem. We state this theorem. 

Theorem 11. Any analytic function 4>(u) which possesses 

an algebraic addition theorem is either 

(a) an algebraic function of u; or 

in*- 
(b) an algebraic of , where Oj is a suitably 

chosen constant; or 

(c) an algebraic function of the elliptic function fâfu), 

the periods being suitably chosen. 



An incidental result obtained in the proof of this theorem is that a 

function, which has an algebraic additon theorem has ohly a finite 

number of values for a given argument. Moreover, we can show that the 

first derivative also has only a finite number of values for a given 

argument. This results from (2) and (6). Theorem (6) is a special case 

of this where the function is restricted to be uniform. 

We shall derive an addition theorem for Before doing 

so we shall consider some work done by Euler. In 1767 Euler published 

the complete integral of the general equation 

dx + Jh— = 
iTx" t/T 

where 

X = A fix3*- c x^-h E 

Y= Ay* c>x + °yh E 

A,modification of his method is given by Lagrange somewhat as follows. 

Take x and y to be functions of t and put 

Now put 

~ ^ ^ pc ~ 
Then 

* See No. 29, bibliography 
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£- 
Cùt 

f. JH 
cU 

if. OL*£ 

cUr tU =■ /y ' /y 

clXj> etfx~ d ]TT~ d£3~. éïl 
rJiT. - ,~Wi —PT ~ ** ^ M 

" - i[4*'JJ] — 1- dx + 2. — 2, 

A-jk_ = £> + C.(x+ÿ + % B(x1~+'}'L)-f-2 4 ( x3*^) 

Also 

^ - x-y * rx-vj|i+c^+^+fi^xVyÿ+^jy-/?^><)^Vÿ
v/j 

» 

fit-M-Ê- fit'»*] 

2*- éli 2. éé ii = B-hiAfr 
f- àbt% f* <** ■ ^ 

f 
e + 2-^^ 
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*(i 

i(i Uf - sg-i*4(f') = 4(‘>"r> 
Therefore 

ff = Bfr+Af+F 

where F is a constant with respect to t. But 

/ JL - 

t 
Hence 

(39) 

relation 

(40) 

X-3 

fx~-i/T 
X- 4 

= fx- FT ) h*+} 

=• B(M-ÿ) + A(X+ F 

Let us consider now the function defined by the 

ct& 

VL -f: 
&(«■) 

We shall determine the addition theorem for 8Y*)- Consider 

(41)   — + p- 3 - =: — O 

If we put 4 = ô J B = j C = } ~h - - ^ } B = 

in (58) we have for (41) by (39) 
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(42-) 
n ?3 

5- 
4(UZ,) = F 

But from (40) 

(43) — ^ =: 
§Y*) 

^ f <ê\u)' <j* ft*)- 

(44) _ = ■■- . 

<? tf’Yd/J - f*&(U)~ fi 
If in (41) we put S- &Cu.) j S/~ &(U) we have d (&+U)— ° 

and U.+ O- constant, say a» Then U— O.- IA. and S, - fr(a.-u) 

Hence from (43) and (44) 

P( U) 

ah *V«J - 

ci _ ^(n-a.) 

Hence by (42) and these relations we get 

(45) 
/- <g>'oO -t u) Ÿ r . -, _ 

(_ V(u) - KU-u.) I 

We may write (40) as follows 

<=a 

u •= 

*/s 

*tui 
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* 

oô 

% (U.) 

fl- (-k- v JL)1 z s'* L 1
 «s

3
 JJ 

j. - 2. 

foui 

Hence 

«o 

u = f- Jr ~ ■ îvf “ 'J ‘ 
J  + jt&AJuU^. tt fafU) 

- iHR* * ü 

&ùJ 

Therefore 

like U 

& (u.) —? *» llke - 

and 

Vie may write (45) in the form 

4l*(»)t m*~.ü r %(»> &(*-<o--P I-2?}-1 &'<u) &'(<>■-«■) 
jf ^CU.) - ?>( 

« 4j> *gg.]f*u-u)- j-'vkj- 
r, s’(ti-uii1- L1 ~~ veto J 

Now take the limit as u. -* 0 and we get 

Ui 
«•Va; 

-2 

S9?*; 

F - 4 §Y&) 
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Therefore we find from (45) that 

x. 

j_l~ &(U)- frfe-a) 7 gva-a,) - fY*.) 

t-aj J 

Let us now put a = u f v and we find the addition theorem to be 

= -t r ZM^'C-—T- *<-) 

Let us consider the function of Weierstrass from- 

another standpoint. We define 

/E L (ï 
where _T2L = 2 -t 2 n^co1 and -the summation extends over all integral 

values of m and n except for m = 0, n = 0. By a well known theorem we 

know that since &(i) and &'Ci) have the same periods they must be 

connected by an algebraic relation. This relation can be shown to be 

(45) L %=» 'r* J J *= 
4 S’V*;- fi 

where ^ ^ 

f 7_ ~ t> o IE ZET ?3 = /4° EE ~nj 

We shall not investigate for the addition theorem for . Let us write 

<t>M= &(*) - * - ir 

where a and b are constants which we shall determine so that and 

vanish. Let us put 



fi, - V(li) o^J. fir. - 

We then have 

(46) f> A* 7*r * /jx A -6- 

Hence o — <p( a*; -ÿ. 

Pi - A' - k' „ j -Ù- ■=. 

\ 

1 

A - fa A- 

But (pit) is an elliptic function which has a triple pole at i5- 

and no other pole in the period parallelogram () * Hence by 

theorems given by Liouville we know that has three zeros 

in the period parallelogram and that the sum of the zero points is 

zero. But we have determined a and b so that ï\ and are 

zeros of 40) ■ Hence the third zero is —, Bet us write 

■* 

and note that re*) is an odd function. Then 

(47) - // = a fa + -6- 

By using (45), (46) and (47) it is seen that the algebraic equation 

-f X- fr.*- = (axi-lr)^ 

is satisfied by 

fii •= tyd.) ; fir. =<eux) ; ^3= 

2 
Hence the sum of the roots is a /4. That is 
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/>/ -h fo-L t /j - 

Hence we have the addition theorem. 

(48) Pù'. + ïA* if 
' lJ ^ L •eu,)- <e(H)J 

Another foira of the addition theorem can be obtained by eliminating a 

and b between the equations 

?<+ K + f>i - 

/“I K + ,/k £>, f f>3 /, - - _Zi 
-f 

and is 

(/>/ + />W />j) f 4 />' />3 " /î) - (ht' + t-h * 7/4) 

The derivation of the addition theorem for the Weierstrassian 

^ — function is derived in another manner in the paper by,Daniels which 

we have already referred to. His method is somewhat as follows# We have 

«7«o = u rri (1- g) e 
jt ,1 A1 

Tlr ' 1 Hr* 

where ”24/" — 2 /VM £<J\ •* 2Co \ la and 2io/ being the periods, and 

m,n being any positive or negative integer, exluding the case where 
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w = n — 0 together. This sigma function does not possess an addition 

theorem. We have ■ 

& ( u) - - <r/u)j - 77? + Z» ( P.-*)' ~ ur') 

A remarkable relation between & and <T is 

<&(r) Q~~ ( U+ir) <T (u-ir) 
(TVM.) <r\irj 

which Blation is referred to by Schawrz as the "pocket edition" of 

elliptic functions. Then 

h>-f gr(u. + -f £*-y.<r( u~ ir)- x ùy <r(u)~ î. f-o-y <r(v) 

Hence 

&'(U) 

QUi)- f?(r) 

- &'Clr) 

&Cu)~ P(lr) 

v-'fu + ri <r ‘{u-H _ z G-'(u) 
<T~(U+\r) r(u.-ir) <T(t^) 

<r'(u + v) <r'(u- irj _ z 
<T(u + ir) <jT(U.~\r) *~C\r) 

From these we get by adding 

f~l(U + \r) _ jr’fJLl. . crVw X ^‘<V ~~tr ■ - Or ) 

<T (tn-r) <r(u) <rCv~) Wu) - WW 

Remembering that n — 
-d f 1 
“ <t> ( <rC<M J 

we get by 

differentiating the above expression 
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fr(U+tr)~ &(U) 
J R SW - »(ri] %*(«■) - Ç ftkj- &'M] frfej 

~ X L [j?(u)- &0r)]X 

&(u+\r) = 

Adding we get 

Jfrfftj- frfrj f £>kj- V'or)] Q'fr) 

[ Ç(U.)~ &Or)]X -J 

H** *> = Té [frhj+►**? -J *->Jl 
L L frOc)-VOrj] _ 

i rv. .. ,7 / rrti]-r#Uj~&ïr)]7' , z^ztir 

- 2. [Wa)+ 4
W+SY!r3)~ f 

^U+lr)= - $Y*0- Wlr)*-? 
&'(&<.)- &(\r) 

fc<X) - frflr) 

_ 

Here we have used the fact that 

&'<•*) = 4 sfo)- ?* «’<'«)- Ji 

Hence 

V " ( 4>) - £> &'(*) - * S1- 

S>'7 aj - = * L “PVaj - g>7 Irjj 
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Weierstrass used,the method outlined below. He was able to 

form the equation 

t&U)- frOrj] [1 frVw)-^ { &Vlr) fru)~ frVU.) frh) 

- &U>) [p'Or)-&'CH)] j - 

and to note that it is satisfied for 

^(^0 ~ Wu) ) fr(V) j (u.i-ir) 

He also formed the equation 

and noted that it is likewise satisfied by 

$ r; &(U) -, ÜClr) } frCui-ir-) 

Since the coefficients of the highest powers Ç^Jand are the 

same in each equation all the others are also. Hence equating 

the coefficients of (to) and S we have 

- (&‘(u)r 4 (^“3- Wrt) - fauJ-W*-)- fru.tr) J 
From which v;e get immediately 

W.H- lr) “ 
&(U) - fr'(ir) 

PlU) - frfH 
<£>(u.)- fcClr) 
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as the addition theorem for the function . 

It is not difficult to show that any even elliptic function 

can be expressed rationally in terms of &(*) ■ Then if we let 

be any elliptic function we may write 

<pd) = 4 [f(t) ■* <H-1)] + » [&l)~ 

Here <k(*) is an even elliptic function, but is odd. But 

since is also odd we have that r &'(*) is even. Hence 

R, 

= ’e'(ir) 

where R^ and Rg represent rational functions. Hence 

Çl?, [ PC*)] -+ &(*) 

which shows that any elliptic function may be expressed rationally in 

terms of &ci) and •Therefore 

(49) <p(bif2x)~ 

Writing again for brevity 

f, » A'* fr&o 
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we have according to the addition theorem given in (48) 

(50) + L fl* > h) t>/] 

Differentiate this with respect to "i t and we get 

Hence 

cA + c/p(z, + i*) v cf ft 

 * ~JU^ 

à . of f>, ^ 3RI d{>/ 
df>t ci 11 dfo' c/i, 

- dKi ■ K + 4% • j>" 
c) f>| <*/v 

(51) S’W i-j = h, f.'j , £'] 

since from (45) we find ^ ~ z now we substitute 

(50) and (51) in (49) we get 

~ /?*[(>,» K> /),> jt/J 

If we now combine this equation with the four equations 

^a0 = 4>(*J - KU- fr) 

( R) = 4 />,’ - ?„ />, - f3 ) (f:)\ <?//- /. /,_ P 



and eliminate the four quantities ft > we °ktain an algebraic 

equation of the form 

Gl&h-H-*), , 4>(u]= o 
in which the coefficients are independent of 2^-Z t . Thus we have 

proved the 

Theorem 1£♦ Every elliptic function has an algebraic addition 

theorem. This is in agreement with the previous discussion. 

We might note at this point that there are functions which 

possess a kind of algebraic addition theorem, for example, the Jacobian 

Theta-functions are such that 

can be rationally expressed in terms of the theta-functions having u and v 

class of functions indicated in the difinition. These kinds of functional 

relations are perhaps more properly called addition formulae. 

for arguments. Such functions are, however, naturally excluded from the 

The functions 
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$fu)= 0.(**)* i+z 
'Ml-I 

mtr* ] 

K J 

are the well known ^-functions. It can be noted that all of these 

functions with the exception of H|u) are even functions. These functions 

satisfy the functional relation 

(£> (u-t 2/<) - <£(u) 

^ ( m 2k') ~ c£> (**-)- 0 

The fundamental theorem for these functions is fjund in most bo^ks on 

elliptic functions and is 

B'(o) ■ B(ut r) • B lu- r) = è'M ■ TT(u) - H'w ■ H'lu.) 

By different methods of operating with this expression a host of other 

of the so-called addition forumlas may be obtained. 

If we write 

è(i.Ku)- 4>Ju) 1 «f.foj - <f0 

H ( 2/fa) ■= <8 (<*■) , cR (o) •=■ <?, 

H, CaATtcj = <PJu) , ‘P-M = ^ 
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( 2 K u ) 

I 

rw 

^ XK U 

XK u. 

t$AA 1KU. 

it can be shown that 

( U f lr) 

<& (U) , <Ps (0.) = <?3 

= 

<P. 

^ . -4>, Lu.) 

<&- ‘{’.CM 

Jk . 

Ta <& (*■) 

(/& u) fa lr -h fay 

! - fay'ufrtv 

M. 

That is /Hy(u. + ir) is a rational function of/0h& , /bt l/~ and the 

first derivatives of these functions. Similar formulas hold for 

t^(VLilr) and çU\(Uj-lr) • Hence /Yv\(ui<r) can be expressed rationally 

in terras ftv\ lr , and their first derivatives. 

The theta-functions, however, possess what may be called a 

multiplication-theorem for multiplication of the argument by an integer. 

That is, the set of functions Bl^u.) can be expressed algebraically 
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in terms of the set of function et*) . Poinare*investigated the 

transcendental functions having a multiplication theorem. 

We might say a word or two here about theta-functions of more 

than one variable. It has been found that there are altogether two hundred 

and fifty-six addition theorems that can be deduced from the fundam.ental 

theorem that if 

then 

where 

The Legendre polynomials also possess what is im¬ 

properly termed addition theorems as indicated below. Let 

where x, x1 and w are any complex numbers. Then 
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The -Legendre function also possesses an addition 

theorem, so-called, as follows 

Let a and b be two constants, real or complex, whose argu- 
j j 

ments are numerically less than H/x and let , (&±) 

be given their principal values. Let w be real and 

ï - cUr - ( z'l) Y\) 'x to* Us 

Then 

tx Pjd) £(f) 
'w> =• /C'A +/*ti 11J 

Hobson* investigated the addition theorems for the general 

Legendre functions 

of the first and second kinds, where n is not restricted to be integral 

or real, (p is real, and are points in the plane of a complex 

variable, -with a cross-cut extending along the real axis from the point 

1 to- °o . The advantage of this kind of treatment is that the results 

may be applied to all special cases, in which n has either real or complex 

values, and in which the arguments are either real and greater than unity, 

or real and less than unity, such as those in which the boundaries of'the 

spaces considered in potential,problems are either spheres, or-spheroids, 

or cones, or anchor rings. A very general investigation of the addition 

theorem for the fraction is given in Whittaker and Watson's Modern 

*See Wo. 19, bibliography. 
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Analysis. The results there established, however, impose for condi¬ 

tions of validity of the theorem that 

R(^)> AY/'V, oW /? {sf* -fa'-' 

for all real values of <f> , should be. positive. Hobson shows that the 

last of these conditions is unnecessary, and that the theorem is valid 
* •* 1 

also in certain cases when one of the two numbers AY,"/, VfY>'/ is 

negative. His method of investigation is different from that of Whittaker 

and Watson. A very general investigation of the addition theorem for the 

function has been given by Heine* but Hobson makes this investigation 

more exact and more general. He points out an error made by Heine in his 

definition of P which results in some errors in Heine’s results, 
n 

# 
1 

Moreover the Bessel functions, the Gegenbauer’s function, 

sigma-function and others have a kind of addition formula. We shall 

likely have but little more to say regarding these others that point out 

references where the treatment may be found. The most interesting theory 

is found in the study of what is defined as algebraic addition theorems. 

Just for the sake of comparison we might state that the addition theorem for 

the Bessel function J^(u) is given by 

*1 oO 

3n(a + lr) ~ ZvMZiv * Z-r[zwu*)+ uvwl 
A.*0 n 

In case n = 0 it can be given as follows 

I LVc 1 C-ero °c ~ -t 2- tXr, (6-) Ie) ">} o( , ■h ~i 

* Kugelfunctionen, 1 (1878), p. 332 
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The theorem of Brtot and Bouquet states that if a solution 

of an algebraic differential equation of the first order, 

is single valued then the solution is a rational function, or a rational 

function of C (/«/constant), or an elliptic function. The famous theorem 

of Weierstrass is,in part, that every single valued function with an alge¬ 

braic addition theorem is of one of these three types, -^t is a result of 

Picard that if two meromorphic functions are algebraically related to one 

another, either the relation is of genus zero, in which case the two 

functions are rational functions of a single meromorphic function, or the 

relation is of genus unity, in which case the two functions are elliptic 

functions of a single integral function*. 

Ritt** treats a problem in which he seeks all meromorphic 

functions f(z) such that for some linear function *A(z) an algebraic relation 

F [■PCAOJJ . ° 

holds. I'his problem is related to difference and q-difference equations 

as that of Briot and Bouquet is to differential equations. However, he 

remarks, the assumption that f(z) is meromorphic is stronger than the re¬ 

quirement of mere uniformity in the differential equation problem. The 

case in which ^(z) = zf-m, where m is fixed, is a generalization of 

Weierstrass1s addition theorem problem, however with what Ritt calls a 

heavy function-theoretic restriction. This investigation also amounts to 

* Acta Math. 11, p. 1, 1887. 
## See No. 30, bibliography. 
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the further study of the two functions in Picard's theorem when one 

of the functions is found from the other by transforming the variables 

linearly. In stating his results Ritt assumes that A (z) = mzn 

where m and n are constants such that m* 0 and m-* 1 if n =; 0. 

The relation between f(z) and -f l is, by Picard's 

theorem, either of genus zero or of genus unity. For the case in which 

f(z) and satisfy a relation of genus unity it is proved in 

this paper that f(z) is an elliptic function of an integral function 

where is a linear function of g(z). 

The case of gunus zero, is more complicated having the follow¬ 

ing possibilities* 

(a) f(z) is an elliptic function of an integral function g(z), 

with a linear function of g(z). 

(b) f(z) is a rational function of a meromorphic function 

h(z), where some one Of the functions h(z), Lw] is a rational 

function of the other. 

If A(i) = 'W ± t fi(i) belongs to a class of functions 

discussed by Poincare* in a paper on rational multiplication theorems*, 

if 7[(i) - ï + is a function with à rational addition theorem. 

However, no complete determination of such functions has been made, re¬ 

gardless of the fact that it can be shown that a large class of such 

functions can be obtained from Poincare's functions by a substitution. 

The third possibility is 

(c) f(z) is a rational function of fi[( VV )**] where 

*Journal de Mathématiques, (3) V. 55, 1890. 
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n is an integer, g(z) an integral function such that C 9 £*(*$) * 
*7 Ÿ 

is linear in Lf'^J and where h(z) is one of the following periodic 

meromorphic functionss C<y> i > &(i) in the lemniscate 

case ( oj , + }in the equiharmonic case (f*.s ° ) 

and 

'There are in each case a finite number of possibilities for 

n and u, which he states in detail. The possibilities for g(z) are also 

determined. Both (ft £Y and ^ f LAfi)J)^J are 

rational in a third function tit*If i- $] but neither of the first 

two is a rational function of the other. For example, the relation 

between cos(4*/u and cos £*" comes under case (b), whereas that 

li * 
between <2 1 and C comes under case (c). 

Case (c) provides most of the work*of the paper. It turns , 

out that the problem is in a close relation with the problem of determining 

all pairs of rational functions <pCi) and W*) such that 

<P[W*)J= Tplft*) J , The paper, however, does not settle the 

question whether case(a) gives any functions f(z) not given by cases (b) 

and (c). Except for this point and for the question raised under case (b) 

as to functions with rational addition theorems the investigation is com¬ 

plete . 

7/e have considered the well known theorem of leierstrass that 

if an analytic function satisfies for all values of x and y an 

algebraic relation 



then the function is either an algebraic function, or an algebraic 

function of or &(*). 

If we restrict ourselves to the real domain, it is natural 

to require less than analyticity of &*) . This is a problem considered 

by Ritt*. If mere continuity is assumed, cf>C)i) need not be a function of 

one of the three types just mentioned. For example, if is one 

algebraic function of &60 in an interval (a,b) and another algebraic 

function of the same in (b,c), will have an algebraic addi¬ 

tion theorem. 

Even if the polynomial G [.Qfaï), tfûftÿjis .irreducible, 4>(x) 

need not be analytic. For instance, the addition theorem for sin x is 

( W^- U>- lrX- Z 4 U'lr'(l-U')(b )r') = O 

where 

LL - * ; \r~ ^ ; w - ^) 

The first member is irreducible since to given values of sin x and sin y 

there correspond four values of sin(x-f-y). Now, because this relation 

above involves u,v and w only in even powers, it also furnishes an addi¬ 

tion theorem for |sin xj which is continuous but not analytic. 

Ritt considers a function 4>(p) continuous in an interval 

(o> a>o) and possessing an addition .theorem with G irreducible. 

He proves three theorems as followss 

Theorem I. Let &*) , real and continuous in ( ft > o ) 

* See No. 31, bibliography 
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satisfy for O .£ £ £c > 0 £ ^ £ Æ- X a relation 

6 [ <p(*), (t>Cï)) 4>(*t-,t)]=o 

in which G is an irreducible polynomial in its three arguments. Then 

<#> (*) is piecewise analytic in (0,a), that is, (0,a) can be divided 

into a finite number of intervals in the interior of each of which 

coincides with an analytic function. 

Let the intervals in which, by theorem I, 4>b) is analytic 

be 

C^o *%l)j Xt,) / C%1) 7(3) J - * / ) ^<ti) 1 fao~ a s ^ ) • 

Let 4>M represent <t>b) in y ^ • With rospsct to 

Ritt proves, with the help of a method due to Koebe, the following two 

theorems: 

Theorem II. For every i £ n, there exists a constant «f* 

such that 

<k(ï) - $,(*+<**) 

Theorem III. If there is a point in (**•> » **) which is 

the sum of a point in , TC^ ) and a point in ("tf-i i Xj j then 

- 4>i(€* + cti) j <j>4-(x] - fa(**+du)) <t>n bj ~ uj 

where cfy and cfare constants, and where £ — l unless 4>,w 

is an algebraic function of &(}f) with ^3=0 . or , €.j cft/ cJ/J. 

depending on i,J,k. If $tb) is algebraic in with °j3 ~ 0 J ^ 

may be ± , whereas, if *?t. r o may be a'sixth root of unity. 



In this paper Ritt says that given <pk (H } with an addi¬ 

tion theorem, the determination of all functions <p(fi) continuous in ( o, a.) 

which have the same addition theorem as depends on' the determina¬ 

tion of all possibilities for the constants € and d in theorem III. 

The exponential function 0, 

1. is defined for all values of the argument x 

2. is single valued 

3. Satisfies the functional relation 

cf>(u)- (pit) 
* 

Conversely any function which satisfies conditions 1,2,3 and is in addi¬ 

tion continuous is the exponential function a = r ! * This was proved 

by Tannery in Functions d'une Variable, article 80, page 120. 

The fundamental property on which the proof rests is that if 

be any value whatsoever and x# any rational number, then 

<p(* *.) = L 4M]
X 

This shows, to speak geometrically, that values of the variable commen¬ 

surable with any particular value K0 , give points lying on the curve 

These points do not cover the curve completely, but they are everywhere 

eense. If the condition of continuity be used the function is completely 

& = L <P(')J * 

determined as 
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Whether or not a discontinuous function may satisfy the 

relation 

4>(U+ir) •=. $(«)■ 4>(\r) 

has been studied by E. B. Wilson*. He proves the following theorem. 

• Theorem. If a function exists, which is defined for all 

values of the argument, is single valued, satisfies the functional re¬ 

lation 

Tit-H'O = * <pC(r) 

and has one discontinuity, then, in the neighborhood of any value X0 

of the argument, the function takes on values arbitrarily near to arty 

preassigned positive value . 

In proving this he forms an auxiliary function 

Tannery shows that <pc°) =• / , hence 4>h) t o for if it were 

<p(i) • = 4>(o) = o 

If x is rational as shown above. 

Therefore 1pÜtj— I when x is rational. Moreover, l^fu+irj -=■ Ip(u)- iff(V-) 

Hence if a and b are any two rational numbers 

TpU*+-{-) - -Via*]- yM -fWxjJ* 

Let x' be a value of x for which (pc*) is discontinuous. 

, which is the ratio of to a continuous function L pcnj* 

See No.‘ 42, bibliography. 
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must also be discontinuous at x'. ^ence in the neighborhood of x’ 

there must be a value x" of x such that 

/ j ? Û tyfaj = l 

Since Tannery shows that <p(ÏÏ then np(K") >0 , and 

since * f , obviously 

1) a rational number a can be so chosen that 

... In fc^)]A- c.| ^ Y 

, » 
■ being any preassigned arbitrary positive numbers; and 

2) a second rational number b can be so chosen that 

J QyJ'-t ir — I 4 8 
7C0 being any arbitrary preassigned number, and S any arbitrary 
positive number. It has, however, been shown already that 

C *■ = y(*-*" + -6-) 

Hence 

( CJufJ'f ir) — C. j 4 Y | “{r~ X0I<cT 

To put these two inequalities in words we say that in the 

neighborhood of any preassigned value '^0 of 7f , the function npCxj will 

take on values arbitrarily near to any preassigned positive value. Cr • 

geometrically: Every two-dimensional region of the upper half plane con¬ 

tains points of the locus £ = . 



The equation 

4>(-*) = I#<0* 

connects TpC?) and <pb) ■ CW is a continuous function 

y 
which never takes on the value zero. Hence V>c?0- DftoJ will give, 
just as ifC*) did, points in every two-dimensional region of the 

upper half plane, ^‘hat is 
•X 

' iff (TO- L^oj71 

takes on values arbitrarily near to any preassigned positive value. 
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THE THEORY OF SOUND 

IN 

ORGAN PIPES . 

As an introduction to the theory of sound in organ 

pipes, it seems advisable to give a general descriptive survey of 

the important points of the theory before we consider the subject 

from more of a mathematical viewpoint. 

Organ pipes may be divided into two 

main classes, Flute or Flue Pipes and Reed Pipes, 

but within each of these classes there are many 

varieties differing in shape and material. We shall 

limit ourselves at least for the present to the flue 

pipes. 

Figure 1 is a section of a typical flue 

pipe. Air is blown into the pipe at A. It issues 

from the long narrow slit B in a thin sheet, which 

i 
strikes the sharp edge 0 of the front of the pipe, 

and sets up vibrations in the body D. The pipe may 

be made of metal or of wood, its section may be cir¬ 

cular or square, and its upper end may be open or 

closed. *' 

The manner in which the sheet of air ex- 

W 
cites vibrations in the pipe is uncertain, but it is 

probable that something of ±he following kind takes 

place. We shall assume that the pipe is closed at 

(i). See however ref. #67 of Bibliography. 



the upper end as in the figure. 

The sheet normally strikes the edge C, but some acciden¬ 

tal circumstance, such as a slight movement of the air, may deflect it 

inwards. A puff of air then enters the pipe and causes a condensation, 

which travels to the closed upper end, is reflected there, and returns 

to the mouth. The rise of pressure resulting from the arrival of the 

condensation at the mouth deflects the sheet of air outwards. As the 

mouth is to be regarded as an open end, the condensation is now con¬ 

verted by reflection into a rarefaction, and the amount of rarefaction 

is increased by the action of the sheet of air, which is now blowing 

across the outside of the mouth, and by a well-known hydrodynamical 

principle lowers the pressure inside the pipe. 

The rarefaction then travels to the top, and down again to 

the mouth. On its arrival at the mouth it sucks, so to speak, the sheet 

of air inwards, a condensation is produced, and the whole process is re¬ 

peated. Thus, if the vibration is once started, it will be maintained 

by the oscillations of the sheet of air, for whenever a condensation ar¬ 

rives at the mouth and is converted ty reflection into a rarefaction, 

the conversion is helped by the sheet passing outside the pipe, and 

similarly the change from a rarefaction to a condensation is helped by 

the sheet passing inside the pipe. 

The account we have given of the action of the blast serves 

also to show that the period of Vibration of a closed pipe is the time 

taken by a pulse in traveling twice up and down the pipe, for a pulse 

starting as a condensation makes two journeys to the top and back be- 
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fore starting again as a condensation, or, it is only after two 

journeys that it completes its cycle. 

The distance a wave travels in one period is one wave¬ 

length, and therefore the wave-length of the tone given out by a 

closed pipe vibrating in the manner described is four times the 

length of the pipe. We shall see presently that the pipe can vibrate 

in other modes, which give a different relation between the wave¬ 

length and the length of the pipe. The mode we have described is that 

corresponding to the ldwest or fundamental tone of the pipe. 

Let us consider next the case of a pipe which is open at 

the top as well as at the mouth. t A condensation started at the mouth 

travels to the open top, and is returned thence as a rarefaction. On 

arriving at the mouth it again changes phase, and starts its second 

journey up the pipe as a condensation. Thus it always starts from the 

mouth in the same phase, and therefore the time it takes to travel from 

the mouth to the top and back is one period, and the wave-length is 

twice the length of the pipe. 

If then we have two pipes of the same length, one open and 

the other closed, the open pipe will give a tone shose wave-length is half 

that of the tone given by the closed pipe, or the open pipe will sound an 

octave higher than the closed pipe. 

This result is not strictly true. The reflection from an 

open end must be regarded as taking place a little way beyond the end, 

and consequently the open pipe, having two open ends, must be regarded 

as being acoustically a little longer than the closed pipe, which has 



only one open end. Twice the length of the open pipe with its two 

additions is more than one half of four times the length of the closed 

pipe with its one addition, and therefore the open pipe is rather less 

than an octave above the closed pipe. 

The addition that has to be made to the length of a pipe 

with an open end is called the correction for the open end. The smaller 

the bore of the pipe is in proportion to the wave-length, the smaller is 

the correction. For the present we shall suppose the pipe is narrow and 

not very short, and shall neglect the correction. 

Another method of deducing the mode of vibrations of pipes 

may usefully be given, as it leads more directly to the relations be¬ 

tween the overtones. We may regard the blast at the mouth as sending 

a train of waves along the pipe. These waves are reflected from the 

other end — open or closed, as the case may be — and by the super¬ 

position of the reflected train on the direct train stationary vi¬ 

brations are produced in the pipe. 

We may then imagine the pipe to enclose any number of seg¬ 

ments of a train of stationary waves, subject to two conditions: - 

(1) An open end must be situated at an antinode, for the 

change of pressure must be a minimum at an open end. 

(2) A closed end must be at a node, for there cannot be 

any motion at a closed end. 

Figure 2 
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Let Fig. 2 represent the displacement curve for a series 

of stationary waves at two instants. The full curve shews the maxi¬ 

mum displacements of the various particles of air in one direction, and 

the dotted curve shows their maximum displacements in the opposite di¬ 

rection half a period later. 

The nodes are situated at E* F, G, H, and J and the anti¬ 

nodes at A, B, C, and D, and any two consecutive nodes, or any two con¬ 

secutive antinodes, are half a wave-length apart. As an open pipe 

must have an antinode at each end, we may regard it as enclosing the 

length AB, or AC, or AD of the train. In the first case it encloses 

half a wave, in the second case a whole wave, in the third case three 

half waves, and so on. 

If we are considering the various modes of vibration of an 

open pipe of fixed length, we must imagine the wave-length of the train 

to shrink step by step, so as to allow 1, 2, 3, etc. half waves to fill 

the pipe, always beginning and ending at an antinode. 

We can now find the wave¬ 

lengths and modes of vibration of the 

various possible tones of the pipe. 

The fundamental may be rep¬ 

resented diagrammatically by No. 1 of 

Fig. 3. There is a mode in the middle 

of the pipe, and an antinode at each end, and 

the wave-length is double the length of the 

pipe, as we saw before. Admitting that we 
Figure 3 
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have stationary vibrations in the pipe, and that the ends are anti¬ 

nodes, it is clear that we cannot have any mode of vibration that will 

give a lower note than this, for there must be at least one node be¬ 

tween any two antinodes. If we have more than one,as in No. 2 or No. 3, 

the wave-length must be less, and the pitch higher. 

shown in No. 2. Here there are two nodes, each one quarter of the 

length of the pipe from an end. The pipe contains one wave, and there¬ 

fore the wave-length is one half, and the frequency twice what it was 

for the fundamental. 

in the middle and each of the otherx one-sixth of the length of the pipe 

from an end. The wave-length Is one-third and frequency three times 

that of the fundamental. 

we conclude that an open pipe can give a series of tones whose frequencies 

are proportional to the series of numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. 

The mode of vibration that gives the first overtone is 

Similarly the third mode has three nodes, one of which is 

Evidently this process can be continued indefinitely, and 

The case is different for a closed pipe. Here the closed 

end is a mode and the open end an anti¬ 

node. The lowest note for which these con^-u . . ( 4. 
ditions are fulfilled is one for which one 

quarter wave-length fills the pipe as in ft 

No. 1. 

The next higher note possible is 

one which takes in the part from E to B of 
Figure 4 

Fig. 2. This mode is shown in No. 2 of 

Fig. 4. There is a node at Q. PQ is half 



a wave-length and QR is a quarter of a wave-length, and therefore the 

node Q is one-third of the length of the pipe from the open end. No. 1 

contains one quarter-wave and No. 2 contains three quarter-waves; and 

therefore the second mode has three times the frequency of the first. 

The third mode has two nodes in addition to that at the 

closed end. One of these nodes is one-fifth the length of the pipe 

from the open end. The pipe contains five quarter-waves and the fre¬ 

quency is five times that of the fundamental. 

This process again can be continued indefinitely, and thus 

we see that the possible tones of a closed pipe have frequencies propor¬ 

tional to the series of odd numbers 1, 3, 5, etc. 

We must return now to the correction for the open end of 

a pipe, and explain in the first place how it has been determined, and 

afterwards how its existence affects the pitches of the proper tones of 

the pipe. 

The theoretical determination of the amount ^at1 must be added 

to the open end of a pipe to give the effective length has highogto 

proved to be too difficult for mathematicians, except in the case of a 

narrow cylindrical pipe with an infinitely large flange at the end. 

In this case the correction is found to be .82R, when R, the radius 

of the pipe, is small compared with the wave-length. 

Unfortunately flanged pipes are of little practical 

importance, and we are compelled to rely on experiment for finding 

the value of the correction for such pipes as are actually used in 

musical instruments 



Rayleigh determined the correction for an unflanged pipe 

by finding the change in the pitch when the flange was removed. Two 

pipes of nearly the same pitch were blown together, one of the pipes 

having a flange which could be removed. The number of beats per 

second was counted, first when the flange was in position, and next 

when it was removed. The difference between the numbers of beats per 

second in the two cases is the change in frequency caused by the removal 

of the flange. 

The flange must act in the direction of hindering the free 

egress of air from the pipe, as it confines the stream lines into a smaller 

space. Hence removing the flange has the same effect as enlarging the 

mouth of a resonator, that is to say, it raises the pitch of the pipe. 

The pipe used by Rayleigh had a frequency 242, and it appear¬ 

ed that the effect of the flange was to reduce the frequency by lj. 

Rayleigh took the velocity of sound at 60 F. to be 1123 ft. per sec.} the 

effective length of the pipe was therefore about 28 inches. The radius 

was 1 inch. Thus the correction due to the flange is the same fraction 

of 28 in. as l| is of 242, or about .2R. Since the correction for a 

flanged end is known to be .82R, that for the open end of an unflanged 

pipe is .62R. 

Blaikley determined the correction by immersing the lower 

part of a thin brass tube in water, and finding the length of the un¬ 

immersed part when t e tube resounded most strongly to & fork of known 

pitch. The water surface forms a closed end to the pipe, and therefore 

the pipe gives maximum resonance when its length with the correction 



added is 7y4 > 3 if > 

s % ) n /L^C' • 

Blaikley measured the two shortest lengths of pipe which 

gave resonance. Call these 1, and lx, then A r 'Vi 

for no correction is to be added to the half-wave from the bottom of 

the pipe to the node in the second mode of vibration. 

Also jt f a - lA* 

or ctM 
Blaikley found .58 R as the mean value of the correction?. 

If the correction depended only on the width of the pipe, 

and not on the wave-length of the note produced, its existence would not 

affect the relative pitches of the natural tones of a pipe. The pipe 

would merely have to be regarded as longer by an amount c, and what 

has been said as to the pitches of the natural tones would still hold, 

each tone being a little flatter than it would be if no correction were 

needed. 

This is not generally the case, for the correction varies 

with the wave-length. ' It is found that with open pipes of wide bore 

the overtones are all sharper than the harmonics of the fundamental, 

and the divergence is greater for the overtones of higher order. The 

effect is less marked with narrow pipes, and for these the lower proper 

tones are fairly concordant with the harmonic series. 

The existence of the correction for the open end has an 

effect on the quality of organ pipes. The pipe may be regarded as a 
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resonator, which is excited by the vibrations of the sheet of air at 

its mouth. These vibrations are maintained unchanged while the pipe 

is sounding, and are therefore periodic, and can be expressed by the 

harmonic series. It has been stated that a resonator will respond ap¬ 

preciably to a periodic force only when there is a harmonic constituent 

of the force having a period near that of one of the proper modes of 

vibration of the resonator. A narrow pipe has proper tones which are 

nearly in accordance with the harmonic series, and therefore fall near 

the constituents of the force. For such a pipe therefore the resonance 

will extend to a considerable number of the lower members of its modes of 

vibration, and the note given out by the pipe will contain many harmonics. 

It should be noted that the constituents of the note of the pipe are 

harmonics and not the proper tones of the pipe. If a particular proper 

mode of vibration has a period hear a harmonic, of the mouth vibration, 

the vibration excited is not in this natural period of the pipe but 

is "forced" into the period of the harmonic. The nearer the proper tone 

and the harmonic are to each other in pitch, the greater will be the 

intensity of the corresponding harmonic constituent of the note. 

Wide pipes have proper tones which depart markedly from 

the harmonic series. Such pipes therefore give notes which contain few 

harmonics, and these harmonics are low in the series. If a wide closed 

pipe is blown gently, it gives a note which is almost a pure tone. 

The note of a narrow pipe is rich and full, that of a wide 

pipe is smooth and rather dull. 

Flue pipes and reed pipes are both altered in pitch by 

change of termperature, but to a different extent. 
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Rise of temperature affects a flue pipe in two ways. The 

pipe gets a little larger from the expansion of the wood or metal of 

which it is made, and the density of the wir within it is diminished. 

The increase of size of the pipe is so small as to have no appreciable 

effect on the pitch, but the change in the density of the air alters 

the pitch by an amount that is quite perceptible. 

The velocity of sound in a gas is proportional to the 

square root of the absolute temperature, and the frequency of the vi¬ 

brations of a pipe is V/a , where A is constant, being twice or four • 

times the length of the pipe according as it is open or stopped. The 

frequency of the pipe is therefore proportional to the square root of 

the absolute temperature. 

Let us suppose the temperature of the organ rises from 60 F. 

to 7É F. in the course of a performance. If then a flue pipe has a fre¬ 

quency 512 at 60* , it will have a frequency SIX ( v if4S~?+éo) 

This Is nearly a quarter of a semitone sharper. 

We consider now an essentially related problem, that of 

longitudinal vibrations of rods. We shall study that theory in brief. 

When a rod is stretched by a force parallel to Its length, 

the stretching is in general accompanied by lateral contractions in such 

a manner that the augmentation of volume is less than if the displacement 

of every particle were parallel to the axis. But where a rod, whose 

length is great in proportion to the linear dimention of its cross section, 

the inertia of the laterâl motion may be neglected. Rayleigh estimated 

the correction for this to be an increase in the period which he says is 
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nearly insensible for graver modes of bars of ordinary proportions of 

length to thickness. 

We take the axis of x along the bar, and denote by y.+ £ 

the position at any time t of that cross section of the bar whose un¬ 

disturbed position is x, so that SC*'*) denotes the displacement. The 

equilibrium and actual position of a neighboring cross section being 

•%+-g + <*+£ +(/+ j"x 

respectively, the elongation is seen to be per unit length. 

Hence if T(x) is the tension per unit area acting across the section 

we have 

« TO) = 9 ÿ T(**ro - * 0) 
neglecting terms of higher order. Where q is Young's modulus (that is, 

the force that would have to be applied to a bar of unit cross section, 

in order to double its length, if Hooke's law continued to hold good for 

so great extensions)i 

Consider now the forces acting on the slice bounded by 

x and x + JV If the area of the cross section is US , the tension 

\ e 
at x is flr cu acting in the negative direction and the tension 

U % ç _ x. 

at **+ &? ^ ft ^ ^ * * ) 

acting in the positive direction. Hence the force on the slice due to 

the action of the adjoining parts is on the whole 

i
40
 4^ ** 

If P is the original density, the mass of the element is P US <TX 

and therefore the equation of motion is (since Force r Mass ) 

(1) £1 
dt^ à 

where 
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The solution of (1) is 

£ - -$-(a± - v) -h Ffdt-f*) 
and. represents two waves traveling unchanged in opposite directions 

with the velocity The velocity a is relative to the un¬ 

stretched condition of the harj the apparent velocity with which a dis¬ 

turbance is propagaged in space will be greater in the ratio of the . 

stretched and unstretched lengths of any portion of the bar. The dis¬ 

tinction is material only in case of permanent tension. 

are free, there is naturally no permanent tension in the bar, and at the 

ends themselves there is no temporary tension. Hence at a free end we 

have x z: 0 and T(x) — 0 

that ^ varies as a harmonic function of time t, say '-ncd.) ■ 

si? ) £ - ICC*) (M ost) cu*Jl 
and using this in (l) we get 

Let the length of the bar be 1. When both ends of a bar 

Therefore t=- O 

To determine the normal modes of vibration, we must assume 

as the relation to be satisfied by. The solution of this is 

^ ~ A C^a-o "Pipe sy\ x 
where A and B are independent of x. We have 

which is zero when X — o and when 7\--P . Hence we find that & ~ O 

and sin(nl) -o and therefore nl ~ * if , i, any integer and 

-r 

Accordingly, the nonnal modes are given by equations of 

the form 

4 

Hence the complete solution for a bar with both ends free is 
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f - 2l CtM \_Ai &KL 

where A B are arbitrary constants. The gravest, or fundamental mode, 
i 1 

which determines the pitch of note founded corresponds to i = 1. The 

period of it is TJ/O. which is the time occupied by a distrubance in 

traveling twice the length of the rod. The other tones found by giving 

i other integral values form a complete harmonic scale. Hence according 

to this theory the note given by a rod in longitudinal vibration would 

in all cases be musical. We note that in the gravest mode the center of 

the rod X-ifaf is a place of no motion (a node)? but f f the periodic 

elongation or compression is there a maximum. 

We take up now the theory of aerial vibrations. We find an 

interesting statement made by Rayleigh* about 1870 on this topic as follows: 

"Although the theory of aerial vibrations has been treated by 

more than one generation of mathematicians and experimenters, comparatively 

little has done toward obtaining a clear view of what goes on in any but 

the more simple cases. The extreme difficulty of anything like a general 

deductive investiation of the question is no doubt one reason. On the other 

hand, experimenters on this, as on other subjects, have too often observed 

and measured blindly without taking sufficient care to simplify the condi¬ 

tions of their experiments, so as to attack as few difficulties as possi¬ 

ble at a time. The result has been vast accumulations of isolated facts and 

measurements which lie as a sort of dead weight on the scientific stomach, 

and which must remain undigested until theory supplies a more powerful 

solvent than any now at our command." 

These remarks seem to be fitting as yet. The motion of the 

*See reference yi Bibliography,No. 50 
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air in cylindrical organ-pipes was successfully investigated by 

Bernoulli and Euler, it appears, at least in its main features$ but 

their treatment of the question of the open pipe was incomplete on ac¬ 

count of the assumption that at the open end the air remains of in¬ 

variable density during vibration. Although attacked by many others, 

this difficulty was not finally overcome until Helmholtz* gave a so¬ 

lution of the problem under certain restrictions, free from any ar¬ 

bitrary assumptions as to what takes place at the open end. We 

defer this consideration in detail and consider some preliminary matters. 

In any fluid there is a definite relation between the pres¬ 

sure p, the density P and the temperature . Hence any two of them 

specify the physical state of the substance. It is often convenient 

to use in the place of P its reciprocal v, the volume of unit mass. 

In a perfect gas we have 

(«> /»*■=*« 

where $ is the absolute temperature of the gas and R is a constant 

for a given gas. We call the curves pv = constant, isothermal lines. 

The equation of the adiabatics can be shown to be (approximately) 

(5) 

p T 

where "f may be taken as a constant (practically). Then, if there is 

no gain or loss of hea-fc, we have 

(4) pv^ = constant 

called the equation of adiabatic lines. By direct experiment v = 1.41 

for air. When the pressure and volume vary in any connected manner, 

the ratio (according to Lamb) ft/ £ may be called the "elasticity 

* See reference #$&> of Bibliography 



of the volume”. Its value depends on the particular state and also the 

variations of the state. If the variations are isothermal the elasticity 

is shown by Lamb to be p, the pressure. If the variations are subject 

to the adiabatic law it is , and so greater than p. Lamb also 

observes from a diagram that the work done by a unit mass of a gas, in 

expanding between any two adjacent states, is 

(5) (jb f f>o )(K>— V'J fce>(Vo- V'J+if i3’!*0)(*-%>) 

correct to second order of small quantities. When changes are isothermal 

we have p v = PQVQ &ud 

Jf3 dir* ~ 
jr> T ~ as^-JZ 

J//>^ - 4‘t>oV0 vW = hi? [VJ'Y- 
/ q I 

V
 ' 

V
 i-V* L 

=■ 7^ /><*»'• v‘ + l>r V J ■= y-, 

(6) 

For variation along an adiabatic 
V* «X 

We shall make use of these ideas and results in our study 

of plane sound waves. We assume that the motion is everywhere parallel to 

x-axis, and is the same at any given time t over any plane perpendicular 

to this axis. We denote displacement from the position of equiblibrium 

by The symbols P(n,t)j refer at time t to that plane 

of particles whose undisturbed position is x. The equilibrium values 

are > P0 We define 

(a) Dilatation, ^ ~ A) 

(b) Condensation 3 = P-P» P - Pe>0 +• 
P* y 

We here use V as the volume of a unit mass. Then V- *//° and Pv 

Therefore 

(8) (l+S)(li-A) - / /i—d 4 — ~ ->S 

if we neglect 4-S as amall. The layer of air initially bounded by x 

and x -f&f, is at time t bounded by TC-pr and V +■ S' ? + f •+ £*£■ 
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except for Infinitesimals of higher order, since 

(a) displaced value of X = -f- SC*,*) 

(b) displaced value of Tt+Jx* X-f J~T< + $(*+fx, -tj * x+SrtS 

Consider a unit area on the plane, then the volume V0 = J'yi and Is - Sn+ ^ . 

\ c 
Hence the dilatation is and we have ox 

(9) « ^ dJ S — — ^ 

for infinitely small disturbances. We assume that the pressure varies 

with the density according to some law, then 

(io) (•-/>. =K(P-M= K ££ - Ki fr=/’°-i-,<s 

where K is the coefficient of cubic elasticity. Let A ~ 1 be the 
o~-& *+-<?* 

area cut out on planes xAby a certain cylindrical volume bounded by the 

planes x and ** <£x. We have / = - /°a Vo = (oA fx - Co Sx 

and the mass is CoS% , The change in momentum is fo<5V • ' 

But we also have 

(a) pressure at x = p(x,t) at time t 

(b) pressure at % +■ Sfr ~ jpCx + fXit:)- a-t & 

The difference in pressure at time t is them 

Hence 

P. fr« = « ÿi r* 
or 
(»<» 

d'S c)l£ _ J£- ^—■ 

The solution of this equation (shown later) is 

(12) ~ £(C£-*; + F(ct-t X) 

where f and F are arbitrary functions and 0=^ represents two systems 

of waves traveling in opposite directions with velocity c. 

Newton assumed that the expansion and contraction of a gas, 
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as sound passed through, takes place isothermally. Then by Boyle's 

la. A V = />* V. ^ Ao ^ ' 

We fc, = 3 c*. faS •• K =- . 
/ p© 

This gives the velocity 

0= iHvk = 280 meters per sec. at 0 C. 

This howeyer is considerably less than the observed velocity. This 

discrepancy was first fully explained by Laplace and Poisson about 

1807. When a gas is rarefied or condensed the temperature tends to 

fall or rise. In ordinary sound waves the condensation s =- ar¬ 

changes sign so frequently, causing a change in temperature so rapidly, 

that there is no time for appreciable transfer of heat between adjacent 

portions of the gas. The flow of heat has hardly set in from one 

element to another before its direction is reversed. Hence the varia¬ 

tion is practically adiabatic. This leads to the value C- - 

’ o 

532 meters per sec. at 0 C, which is in accord with experimental de¬ 

termination. The discrepancy considered has given rise to certain 

paradoxes, but Rayleigh remarks on this point that there would be real 

difficulty if the velocity of sound were not decidedly in excess of '! 

Newton's value, and the wonder is that the cause of the excess remained 

so long undiscovered, and that the only open question, if any, is whether 

a small part of the hear and cold developed may not excape by conduction 

or radiation before producing its full effect. Stokes considered the 

question and the results appear to show that conduction as well as 

radiation has effect on the amplitude rather than velocity. This study 

was made considering the waves propagated in open space. Rayleigh 

(2) See the account of a paper by Foleyj #24, Bibliography, 
summarized page #61 of this paper. 



points out that when the air is confined in a tube whose diameter is 

small in comparison with the wave length the conditions of the prob¬ 

lem are altered for conduction at least. 

We note that also we may write 

C. ( f R & ) >/% 

and is seen to be independent of the actual density but is dependent on 

temperature. It has been pointed out that the most conspicuous effect 

of velocity of sound on temperature is the variability of the pitch of 

organ pipes. 

Lamb finds that the kinetic energy T of a system of plane 

waves is, per unit area of the wave front 

(13) T m ÏX J (§i) ctx 
taken between limits occupied by the distrubed air in its equilibrium 

(3) 
state. He gives potential energy 

(14) V - 
Yz K

 J 

per unit area of wave front, where K- 1 />o . Consider a single progress¬ 

ive wave system 

Then 
JS 
d*: 

Hence 

-/W-x) 

' à* 
cJCCst- TCJ 

àk ~~ d* 
j •c s 

Therefore 

’J7 - Ÿ% cVo J -V ^ ^ 
and the total energy is half kinetic and- half potential. Rayleigh 

points out that this very general characteristic of wave motion may 

be inferred from other considerations. Lamb has shown that the 

(3) Concerning the calculation of sound energy see the summary of a 
paper on this subject by Weisskbpf given on p. 61. 



for a average kinetic engrgy per.unit volume is \e> /Y\~OL~ 

simple harmonic train of progressive waves of amplitude a and fre¬ 

quency j f = 41 -^Jiience the average value of the 

total energy is '/2 PoCL" . Since na is the maximum particle ve¬ 

locity, the energy in any region including an exact number of wave 

lengths ft ~ is the same as the kinetic energy of the whole 

mass when animated with maximum velocity. If is the maximum con¬ 

densation we have S^ = na/c and the average energy per unit volume 

is also Po C S/. 

We shall now consider the vibrations of a column of air. 

When we consider the free oscillations of the air contained in a pipe 

of finite length, the question definitely arises as to the condition 

to be satisfied at an open end. There is here a transition from 

plane waves in the tube to diverging spherical waves in the external 

space, which it is difficult to allow for exactly. In the usual rudi¬ 

mentary-theory, which dates from D. Bernoulli, Euler, and Lagrange, it 

is assumed that the variation of pressure in the tube, at the open end, 

may be neglected. This would be accurately the case if the external 

air were replaced by a substance capable of exerting a pressure 

but devoid of inertia. Then there would be no loss of energy on re¬ 

flection at the open end, and the vibrations in the tube, once excited, 

would be persistent. This hypothesis is, however, an obsiously im¬ 

perfect representation of the facts; the condition & 

can only be approximately fulfilled, and energy must continually be 

spent in the generation of waves diverging outwards from the mouth, 



so that the vibrations, if left to themselves, will be sensible only 

for a very limited time; this however may cover hundreds of periods. 

We shall consider the question of necessary corrections in some de¬ 

tail later, and at present confine ourselves with tracing out the con¬ 

sequences of the approximate theory. 

• The periodic character of the mition in a finite pipe can 

be inferred from the theory of waves. Suppose, for example, that a wave 

of limited extent is started in either direction from a point P of a 

tube AB. After two reflections, at A. and B, the wave will pass P 

again in the same direction as at first. If both ends be closed, the 

sign of 4"- is unaltered at either reflection, while the sign of 

-^4 is twice reversed, ^ence after the interval tf/c where now 

Si , the initial circumstances are exactly reproduced. The same 

result holds if both ends be open, since there now have been two changes 

2JL 
in sign of S and none in 3 £ in the interval in question. However, 

àl 
if one end be closed and the other open, the signs of S and ^ £ 

are changed once in the interval .zl/c and a further interval of like 

duration must elapse before the original state of things at P are re¬ 

stored. 

This theory explains one or two important points in the 

theory of organ pipes. The frequency, in the gravest mode, is inversely 

proportional to the length, and is lower by an octave for a pipe closed 

at one end than for a pipe of the same length open at both ends. Also 

it is directly proportional to the velocity of sound, and so increases 
» 

with rise in temperature. 

In the analytical method for determining the normal modes 

we assiune as usual that ^ varies as ^ cos(nt+ £- ) . Then the equation 
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Fs . 
à t: 

- c Âlï 
d % ' 

becomes 
22- 
■fi' f

s 

the solution of which is 

g = ( A C+n 2g- + B A-^^) O^c^x+é) 

The correspondihg wave-length of progressive waves in free air is 

~ ft fat Hence in any system of standing waves there is a 

series of nodes /£ =. o ) at intervals of % 7\ , and a series of loops 

/Oc \ (4) 
^-^^■=.0 j half way between these. 

For a tube Closed at both ends j that is for 7f - o *- $ 

we have 

and so a typical solution is 

i C 'Wll * <W 
'mjrc-t 
S + £*.) 

where m = 0,1,2,   the normal modes forming a harmonic series. 

o> F 
For a pipe open at both ends we have S ~ = 

û 

when x — 0 and x ~ £. hence 

B-o C*--—Jl f J-'*--'—<- ^~r~~ 

and the typical solution is 

i - C, c« ^ £*,) 

the sequence of normal modes being harmonic again. 

For a pipe closed at x — 0 and open at x — we have 

4 = o •>»-/, I,*, 

5 - ^ (V, C -f ) 
and 

We note the absence of harmonics of even order. 

(4) See the account of a paper by Seddig given on p. 61. 



We shall consider the question of plane waves again in the 

later part of this paper. 

We shall now consider the general theory of sound waves. 

In this discussion we regard fluids as perfect; that is, we assume 

that mutual action between any two portions separated by an ideal sur- 

fact is normal to that surface. The result of this assumption is the 

equality of pressure in all directions. We take 11 >V, w as the compo¬ 

nent-velocities, parallel to the rectangular axes, considered as 

functions of -fc) and of time t. With each point of space there 

is accordginly associated, at a given time, a vector (u, v, w), and the 

«[hole assemblage of such vectors gives an instantaneous picture of the 

distribution of velocity. On the other hand the variations of u,v,w 

with t, for fixed values of x, y, z, give a description of what goes on 

at a particular place,as if we were to observe the surface of a stream 

through a narrow tube. 

When we proceed to calculate the component accelerations 

of the particle which at time t is in the position (x,y,z) we have to 

take account of the fact that after the lapse of a time, however, 

short, its velocities u,v,w will be given by the respective functions 

of the altered position-as well as the altered time. 

We are confronted here with two points of view. The 

quantities u,v,w denote the velocities of that particle, whichever it 

may be, which at time t is found at point (x,y,z). Afer a small in¬ 

terval dt of time, a new particle has reached (x,y,z). Then -^T dbt 

expresses the excess of the velocity of the second particle at 
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(x,y,z) over that of the first particle at (x,y,z), while we might 

use express the change in the velocity of the first par¬ 

ticle in time dt, or the change of velocity at a point which is not 

fixed in space hut moves with the fluid. In the change contemplated 

à 
when we use 

dfc 
the position in space (x,y,z) is retained in¬ 

variable, while in it is a certain particle of the fluid on 

which attention is fixed. The relation of the two kinds of differen¬ 

tiation with respect to t is expressed by 

]L _ 
D/tr 

" à/b LÀ c) 
*3* + v + w A 

>*£ However, whenever the motion is very small, the terms ) y ^ 

diminish in relative importance and with a fair degree of approxima¬ 

tion we may take ^ ^ 

"ole ~ àï 
Suppose that at two successive instants t and t a par- 

1 2 
tide occupies positions P and P', respectively, and that the corre¬ 

sponding values of the x-component of the velocity are u^ and u^ at P, 

u * and u^' at P* . The x-component of the acceleration of this par¬ 

ticle will be the limit of 

- U.i U-i. - U, 
tu-Jt, - £ I 

The limit of the first term on the right is 

u at P. But also 

di= 
, the rate of change of 



where -vP is the directional derivative in P direction and àS 

u^-f- v~L+ • Hence the x-component of acceleration is 

<P U. , Q d u. 
~dlb 0 às 

Aj± ^ LL 
J* à* 

+- V' 
*1 

-f- w ê <*- 
3* 

Let us consider a geometrical surface S in the fluid. 

The expression 

where (l,m,n) is the direction of the normal drawn from an element of 

area ss of the surface, measures the volume of fluid which crosses 

JS in time St , The coefficient of St- is called the 

flux across SS and 

IHJU -f /MV -f sn w) dS 

is the total flux in the direction of the normal. It measures the rate 

at which the fluid crosses S, in tenm1®^ volume per unit time. 

To calculate the flux: outward from the region ^ 

with center we taj>e u(x,y,z) as the velocity parallel 

to x at P. Then 

K-Cx- £*u- <|£ «qc 

à u. 
c>X 

(eft***) (Xjt /t 

M «I 
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a v p 

Hence the fluxes, from left to right, across faces X - j %-b 

is ^ 3 ï- . Adding the corresponding terms for the 

other faces we get 

/ 4— -t àx 
[ à* è^i + TÎ ■ 

Hence 

+ <y>Y>)d$> % 

The expression 

diL + â¥ , 2>w 
ôr S1! ôt 

gives a sort of measure of the rate at which the substance in the 

neighborhood of the point P is on the whole flowing away from P. It 

is therefore called the divergence of the vector (u,v,w). 

Let us fix our attention on that portion of matter which 

• at time t occupies the rectangular space (Tft ‘ 3 ^ '3%- Let p be the 

pressure at P. On the hypothesis of slow motion its change in 

momentum in the x direction is 

where ^ is the density. The mean pressure of the respective faces 

may be taken to be that at the centers of those faces, and the total 
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pressure on the two faces perpendicular to x are therefore 

(l>- ^ (t* U- 

The difference gives a force 

ô* 

in the positive x-direction. Equating this to the change of momen¬ 

tum we get 

Û ^ — „ o* ft 
' ô 7< 

Similarly 

P = __ oLft 
'à* à>ï 

p ^_vy _ _ JU> 

We may replace P by P + ^3? approximately. Hence in the above 
in¬ 

equations we can take P - P0 . In forming the equation of motion we 

assume that the pressure varies with the dnesity according to some def¬ 

inite-law. We again use the symbol s to denote the condensation, that 

is the ratio of the increment f>- P0 of density to the original 

density f0 . 

Than for small values of s we may write 

= f>c + 'fes 



where k is the cubic elasticity of the fluid. If in addition we put, 

as before, 

b_ 
l°o 

we have 

(15) 

C 

- c'*- àb 

It is inconvenient to deal with three equations of 

motion in a case like this. To unify the theory we seek a single 

function from which u,v,w or their time derivatives can be derived. 

Such a function exists for all cases of fluid motion in which there are 

is no eddies or vortices and this is plainly the state of things 

when the particles of the medium execute small oscillations in trans¬ 

mitting sound waves. The function we seek is the velocity potential 

(Lagrange). 

If we let 
VjJfl 
v denote the dilation 

of the volume of the fluid which at time t, fills the space J~x c)^ 

as compared with its equilibrium condition, we have 



A-=- ^ v ~ v0(i+ A 
Va 

<? - ? P - P© ( 1+ 
° 9 

But \J — where V is the volume of unit mass . 

T-e.(,+ ^ 

— / l -f- A) - 1 
p0 

1 

That is 

( |+ sKlf A) - 1 

and 

S + û -=- o cLA^4 S =. - 4 

for small motions. But 

This is known as the equation of continuity. Integrating (15) with 

respect to t we get 
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(17) LL - Ua — 

V- V* - 

W -W# - 

- c JL 
àX j 

r\'t* 
S cLL 

Ù 

- 
ii \ S cLt 3*1 J à 

c o> I 
'Sri J 

* /t 

1 S ett 
à 

where u^, ve , w^ are the values of u,v,w at (x,y,z) when time is 
t) 

t = 0» In almost all cases,with which we deal, our equations undergo 

a remarkable simplification by virtue of a theorem first announced by 

Lagrange. He showed that if for any part of a fluid mass we have 

udx-f vdy i wdt at one time a perfect differential of a function 

then it will remain so for all subsequent time. In particular, if a 

fluid be originally at rest, and be then set in motion by conservative 

forces and pressure transmitted from the exterior, this conditions 

holds. In a large class of cases, the values u, , v« , can be expressed 

in terms of a single valued function <P , 

)/ _ <3 (Pa , _ c> • vu - _ 

~ T5T ' V° - “JS ' 
c3 <Po 
à* 

Throughout any region where this applies the functions u,v,w can be 

similarly expressed at time t by the Lagrange theorem. Hence from 

(l7)we have 
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and ct(-4j - U djc -h l'c£y_ -f W . The function 

is velocity potential which we desired. As we have intimated the 

cases in which a velocity potential exists include all those where, 

in the region considered, the fluid was initially at rest, for we 

may then put 0 — O and, the subsequent value is 

(la) <$> - c* f s Jkt 

When no velocity potential exists we have a vortex motion, otherwise 

an irrational motion. We postulate the existence of a velocity poten¬ 

tial. We therefore have from (16) 

or 

Jj. - + 

3 " à A"1- dl"1- 

Ps. 
d t: 

We get from (18) 

d £ 

« S2<P 
St: c>t 



Hence 

(19) 

This may be regarded as the general differential equation of sound 

waves in a uniform medium. If a solution can be obtained which gives 

prescribed initial values to ^ and ^to à - > and satisfies 

the other conditions of the problem, the subsequent values of s is 

given by 

r. 

and the values of u,v,w by 

u - \r - ~ 

c)<P I W - 
St 

If is of interest to note as a matter of comparison the 

form assumed by the equations when the fluid or medium is incompress¬ 

ible. This may be regarded as an extreme case, in which c is made 

infinite, while s is correspondingly diminished, in such a way that 

2 
c s remains finite. The equation of continuity takes the form 

à!±- 
à * 

-f at 

which states that the divergence is zero. If in addition the motion 

is irrotational (that is, if the velocity potential Q exists) we have 

(20) - O 
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and is a harmonic function. We might point out in this con¬ 

nection that there can he rto irrotational motion within a simply- 

connected closed space s, independently of a motion on the surface. 

The theory of motions in an incompressible fluid is capable of throw¬ 

ing more light ob the theory of sound. This cam be realized when it 

is recalled that the velocity with which changes of pressure are 

propagaged in water is only about four times as great as in air. 

motion is the same at all points in each plane perpendicular to a 

given direction (which we will take qs the x direction) we have the case 

of plane waves. Thus all quantities concerned become independent of 

y and z and equation (19) reduces to 

We may arrive at the solution by introducing two new in¬ 

dependent variables, 

Let us consider equation (19). If we assume that the 

(21) 
dty à *x 

Then 

àÆ _ âJ as àÆ ^ aj> 



Hence 

SL4 = 
d-t' 

- r'T ^ * *2J? _ a. Sl4> 7 
ôr 5><.SfJ 

+ âl*> + a Slf 
a JO- ar ^ Z3^ 

and making use of these values : Ln (21) we get 

(22) 

5èôf 
— o 

Then 

II 

(p - ff ( fo) -f F(%) 

where Fj (P)> Fx(q) are arbitrary functions of p and q 

Hence the solution of (21) is 

<P - f\ (*-d) ± n (■>,+CJf j 



The general solution of (21) was given first by J. le R. d'Alembert 

in 1747. The first term is unaltered in value when x and ct are in¬ 

creased by equal amounts. H0nce this term taken by itself, represents 

a wave form which is propagated without change in the positive 

x-direction with the constant velocity c. Similarly the second term 

represents a wave-form traveling with the same velocity in the negative 

x-direction. Hence the most general free motion consists of two such 

wave—forms superposed. 

We have already considered the solution of our fundamental 

equation when the velocity potential is a function of one space coordi¬ 

nate only. Tdxen there is no friction we need make no change because of 

the introduction of any number of fixed cylindrical surfaces, whose 

generating lines are parallel to the coordinate in question; for even 

when the surfaces are absent the fluid has no tendency to move across 

them. 

(23) 

If varies as 
£ 

€. we have 

the solution of. which is (in one form) 

£p - (A too e*** (24) 



of which only the real part will finally be retained. The constants 

A,B may be complex and if we wish to use real quantities throughout, 

we must take 

(A C&O y -h B àoo^t t D • 

which would make the work longer. If any point exists such that 

dp or is zero for all t, then A/B is real and the vibration 

is stationary. 

Let us suppose there is a node (place of no motion: ~ 

at the originj Then we must have 

CL o O 
dl\ 

This requires that in (24) B — 0. Hence 

(25) <P = :*ot 

Place /?-- f>e‘s in (25) and disregard the imaginary part and 

we get 

(26) 

(p — P C-4ho 9f CJ-O (/uJt 4- 0~) 

_ _ P/Y\ 

IT 
^ ^ do-3 C yypC ~h&) 

We note from the second relation (26) that 

~2~ - ô lVQJUA. 'OZ-Tt, If ^ *= %(W)= ^4J 
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where m is an integer, positive or negative. That is, there are nodes 

at 7C -    

Midway between these ( tx± <x = f/4, ?%>*%,---■ ) there CIAJL. 

is-a loop$ or places of no variation of pressure (since CT/J = P ] 

At any of these loops a communication with the external atmosphere 

might be made without causing any disturbance of the motion from air 

passing in or out. The loops are the places of maximum velocity, and 

the nodes those of maximum variation in pressure. We note further 

that at intervals of À everything is exactly repeated. 

If there is a node at x = £ and also at x = 0 then from 

(25) we must have 0l -P _ 0 'VH /T 
c*- o_ 

, Pi = ^ j ')H = I, î, 3, -  

The gravest tone which can be sounded by air contained in a pipe 

closed at both ends (which corresponds to having a node at both ends) 

and of length t is therefore that tone which has a wave length equal 

to X (*£.7n-=. I ) This statement is true whatever be the gas with 

which the pipe is filled,j but the frequency (or the place of the tone 

in the musical scale) depends on the nature of the particular gas. 

Since (tf ■ goes through all the changes while CCt is increased 

by &-P the period 

^ - 2J. 
CL. 

and the number of complete vibrations per second will be . . 

.2-/ 
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* 

That is, the number of complete vibrations per second of air in the 

closed organ pipe is 

Velocity of sound in feet per second 
2 times the length of the pipe in feet 

In ordinary temperatures the velocity of sound is about 1090 feet per 

second (in dry air at C). A pipe 1.03 feet long will give 528 

vibrations. 

^ The other tones possible for a doubly closed pipe have 

periods which are - ^fow and are submultiples of that of the fundamental 

tone. The whole system forms a harmonic scale. 

Remark. The vibrations recurring twice as frequently as 

in the fundamental tone gives the octave above the fundamental tone; 

those recurring 3 times as frequently give the twelfth above the funda¬ 

mental tone; four times as frequently give the double octave above the 

fundamental ton^£.Tyndall uses the word overtones. Then the wave 

or tone of lowest pitch (lowest number of vibrations) is called the fun¬ 

damental, and the accompanying waves or tones of higher pitch are over¬ 

tones, and overtones whose frequencies are exact multiples of the fun¬ 

damental are called harmonics. The overtones produced by good musical 

instruments are nearly harmonic. 

Let us now suppose that there is a loop *P ~ 0 instead of 

a node at the point (plane) x = Ü and a node at x = 0. Then from (25) 

we find that we must have (Ld-^_ ^ — o or 2L/ — (ivnHJ % } 

H-oJ } ft- 4-P/x^f., ' -7   .   



In this case the fundamental tone has a wave length ft " ^ ^ i 

measured from the node to the loop, and the other tones form with it 

a harmonic scale, from which however all the members of even order are 

missing. The number of vibrations per second in this case is a-M 

which if half the number where the pipe was closed at both ends. This 

is expressed by saying that the tone is an octave lower. We may say 

that the number of vibrations per second in a pipe with one end open 

and one closed is the same as in a pipe of double the length with both 

ends closed. 

In instruments of the class of the flute and clarionet, 

there are holes at definite points, which establish such a communica¬ 

tion with the external air that the variations'of elastic pressure in 

the corresponding parts of the internal column are very small and may 

be neglected. Then the foregoing discussion can be adapted to these in¬ 

struments. We might note that Wertheim, in Comptes Eendus, tome 33, 

j 

and the Annales de Chimie, 3— series, tome 31, has given without demon¬ 

stration formulae for the effect of the transversal dimensions of organ 

pipes. 

We need to discuss the way we can secure nodes and loops at 

given positions. By means of a rigid barrier there is no difficulty in 

sëcuring a node at any desired point of a tube. However since for a 

loop we must have no variation in pressure, this condition can only be 

realized approximately. In most cases the variation of pressure at any 

point of a pipe may be made small by allowing a free communication 

with the external air. Thus Euler and Lagrange assumed a constant 
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pressure as the condition to be satisfied at the end of an open pipe. 

We shall later return to the problem of the open pipe and investigate 

the conditions to be satisfied at the end. For our immediate purpose 

it will be sufficient to know that the open end of a pipe may be treated 

as a loop, if the diameter of the pipe be neglected in comparison with the 

wave-length, provided the external pressure in the neighborhood of the 

open end be not itself variable from some cause independent of the 

motion within the pipe. When there is an independent source of sound, 

the pressure at the end is the same as if the pipe were not there. 

The difficulty in the condition for a loop at any desired point lies 

in the inertia of the machinery required to sustain the pressure. For 

theoreticl purposes we may assume a massless piston backed by a com¬ 

pressed spring also without mass. The assumption of a loop at an open 

end of a pipe is tantamamount to neglecting the inertia of the air outside. 

We have seen that, if a node exists at any point of a pipe, 

there must be a series of them ranged at equal intervals ( J 
and that midway between each pair of consecutive nodes there must be 

a loop. Then the whole vibration is stationary. The same conclusion 

follows if there be a loop at any point, However it may happen that 

there are neither nodes nor loops, as in case the motion reduces to 

a positive (or negative) progressive wave. In stationary vibration 

there is no transference of energy along the tube in either direction, 

for energy cannot pass a node (nor a loop). 

Eet us consider the case again of a tube stopped at 

x = 0 and open at •?(- and suppose that <P=- ) is 



the value of the potential at (the open end) due to an exter¬ 

nal source of sound. Then from (26) we have also 

Hence 

<Ÿ ~ p Gva J! (Vl ( t &) -fr*- 

F* Co* ( j (^0-0 ( /uU + $)-=. /vtfc CLlA 

Expanding and equating coefficients of cos nt and of sin nt, we find 

/ & — o and p> — 
HU 

. Hence 

(0 C-<yo & -7T 
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CL 
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This shows that the vibration within the tube is a minimum when i. is 

a multiple of half the wave length, in which case there is a node at 

~=- -P • However, if (HH> 22_ Ÿ is an odd multiple of ft/f 
and the motion would be infinite. In this case the assumption that 

the pressure at the open end is independent of what happens within 

the tube breaks downj and we can only infer that the vibration is very 

large, in consequence of the isochronism. Since there is a node at 

of—o * there must be a loop for and the con- 
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elusion is that in case of isochronism the variation of pressure at 

the open end due to external causes is exactly neutralized by the 

variation of pressure due to the motion within the tube itself. 

The air in an organ-pipe is to be considered as a col¬ 

umn swinging almost freely, the lower end across which the wind 

sweeps is to be treated roughly as open. The upper may be closed or 

open. Thus the wave lengths of the principal tone of a stopped,pipe 

is four times the length of the pipe; and except at the extremities, 

there is neither mode nor loop. The overtones of the pipe are the 

odd harmonics, twelfth, etc., corresponding to the various subdi¬ 

visions of the column of air. In case of the twelfth, for example, 

there is a node at the point of trisection nearest to the open end, 

and a loop at the other point of trisection midway between the first 

and the stopped end of the pipe. 

In the case of the open organ-pipe both ends are loops, and 

there must be at least one internal node. The wave length of the prin¬ 

cipal tone is twice the length of the pipe, which is divided into two 

similar parts by a node in the middle. From this we see again the 

foundation of the ordinary rule that the pitch of an open pipe is the 

same as that of a stopped pipe of half its length. However, this is 

only approximately correct in view of the necessary correction for open 

end. The open pipe is capable of sounding the whole series of tones 

forming the harmonic scale founded upon its principal tone. 

The condition of the air in the Interior of an organ pipe 

has been investigated experimentally to quite an extent. Among the 
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earliest to do so was Savart about 1848 and Konig. Later we shall con¬ 

sider the results of some of the recent work. 

We have discussed the case of vibrations in one dimension, 

which may take place parallel to the axis of a tube both of whose ends 

are closed. We now determine what vibrations are possible in a closed 

rectangular box, dispensing with the restruction that the motion is to 

be in one dimension only. For each simple vibration of which the system 

is capable, varies as do-o ^ , say, where k is some constant. 

Hence ^ ~ $ and so the general differential equation 

Ôtl 

becomes 

(») Vxf+K'<p = ® 

Equation (28) must be satisfied throughout the whole of the included 

volume. The surface condition to be satisfied over the six sides of the 

box is simply that 

(29) 
d) 

à m 

which expresses that the component of the fluid velocity in the direction 

of the normal vanishes at the boundary. It is only for special values 

of k that (28) and (29) hold simultaneously. 

Taking three edges, that meet, as axes of rectangular co¬ 

ordinates and supposing that j ''f are the respective length of 

the edges, we have 
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where p,q,r are integers, are particular solutions and any of these 

satisfy (29) and if in addition K” r ^ 

as the case may require equation (28) is also satisfied. Moreover, 

the boundary condition (29) is satisfied by 

(50) <p= ClH> ( f> ’%) l>\ 

and this also satisfied (28) if j^ /%') 

The general solution is obtained by compounding all partic¬ 

ular solutions included in (50). It is 

(31) 4> = If, $t)(^ (f 
where A and B are arbitrary constants. 

This solution is sufficiently general to cover the case of 

any initial state within the box (excluding molecular rotation). The 

initial distribution of velocities depends on the initial value of <Ç 
and by a theorem by Fourier can be represented by (31) for suitable 

values of A. In like maimer an arbitrary initial distribution of conden¬ 

sations (or rarefactions) depend on the initial value of can be rep- 
a £ 

resented by suitably ascribing values to B. 

If we let °0 , the box becomes an infinite rectangular 

tube whose sides are <=< and (3 . Whatever the motion is in the tube, its 

velocity potential may be expressed (by Fourier's theorem) in the series 

<?= Z-z AH 
where is independent of x and y. By use of this form we secure the 

fulfillment of the boundary condition that there is to be no velocity 

across the sides of the tube. The nature of A as a function of z and t 

depend upon the other conditions of the problem. 

*Duhamel, Liouville Journ. Math. Vol. 24 p. 84. 



Let us return now to consider questions in the theory 

which we have thus far avoided for the sake of simplicity. However, 

for practical purposes they arise. The immediate question has to do 

with conditions to be satisfied at the open end. There is here a transi¬ 

tion, more or less rapid, from plane waves in the tube to diverging 

spherical waves in the external space. This however is difficult to allow 

for exactly. It has been assumed that the variation in the pressure in 

the tube, at the open end may be neglected. This would be accurately 

the case if the external pressure were replaced by a substance capable 

(4) 
of exerting pressure but devoid of inertia. 

He give first consideration reflection at an open end 

of an infinitely long pipe. Near the open end there is a certain 

region, whose dimensions are small compared with the wave length, within 

which the transition takes place from plane waves within the tube to 

diverging spherical waves outside, as we have just pointed out. Let us 

take the origin of coordinates inside the tube, near the mouth, but in the 

region of plane waves. Let the positive x-direction be along the axis of 

the tube. For the region of plane waves we may write 

. . J~) . c fo X fe x 
(32) 4e ~i 13 e 

where the first term may be taken to represent a train of waves approach¬ 

ing the end (from the right), while the second term represented the re¬ 

flected waves. The outward velocity at * is ~ 

If we let W represent the area of the cross section, we have for the 

SLSL- -=. yi foa/fA-s) 
dt 

flux 



q being the volume of air passing in time t. The velocity potential 

(£) at X — o is A~h Ô 111 the electrical sense the 

resistance between the cross section at 'X •=- o and the external 

region to the left may be taken as equivalent to that of a certain 

length of the pi^e and accordingly denoted by °^/lu Hence 

by the electrical analogy 

That is 

À -f 8 ~ 

-Ê. = 

A 

JL 
CM 
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~ I 
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. C■ l 

4$ then we have 
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(6). See the account of a paper by Higgs & Tyte given on p. 52. 



Hence from (32) 

/ xikr. I f ^k-K -*■ te(x-t$) 
<P - A [e - e • e y= /He - C 

This shows that the amplitude of the reflected train is equal to that 

of the incident one, but there is a difference in phase. Let us write 

the above equation as 

In the former theory the condition to be satisfied at the open end was 

S - o Ox. =. o In the present case of <$ — o if X— ~ P Hence 

the circumstances are the same as if the pipe were prolonged to the 

left for a length , and the reflection at the mouth were to take 

p^ace according to the previous theory. The wave length being assumed 

to be large compared with the diameter of the pipe, k°< - 4? ft 
\ 

will usually be small so that we can put , as an approx¬ 

imate value. But if the pipe be very much contracted or obstructed at 

the mouth - )tiLu 4? @ may be very large and H will 
, 

then be close to . Then since B -=.-/} G we wm have 

B> =■ A , nearly, and the circumstances approximate to those of re¬ 

flection at a closed end. 

The actual determination of °< is a problem in electric 

conduction which has been solved in only a very few cases and then only 

approximately. We might say that Lord Rayleigh estimates that, for an 

accurately cylindrical tube fitted with an infinite flange, that is, 

one whose breadth is large compared with , the value of °C 
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is about 82/100 R, where R is the radius. For an unflanged cylindrical 

tube the value seems to be about 6/10 R. 

We next suppose the pipe is of finite length and closed at 

'X — -P . The origin is chosen as before, near the mouth, in the region 

of plane waves. For the region of plane waves we may assume 

— /f CU<L ?c) 

since this satisfied the condition for a closed end at that 

is, ~ . The outward velocity at 7C — o is J fe A***&-f^ 

and the outward flux at the mouth is therefore 

^ “ fa UJ A fL^U k / 

The potential at ^ “ o is *pT *=. C&a £ -f . Renee if *=< 
'“'X-â 

has the same meaning as before we have 

A- kJ - .< . boo /! A-OU kJt LU 
and 

(53) dfijf ~ k < 

The wave lengths of the various normal modes is ïï/ f{ and they are 

therefore determined by the above equation (33). Usually fc is 

small so that the solution of (33) is 

, 1*1 T-, - - - kJ - l 



and the wave length is 3.**+/ which for ^ ■=- c? is J'-f • 

The character of the normal modes is therefore the same as the un- 

correctèd theory, provided we imagine the length of the pipe to he in¬ 

creased by the amount °C .In particular, the frequencies are the 

odd integers so long as the wave length is large compared with the 

diameter. 

In case of a pipe open at both ends, it has been found 

that the period equation is 

- *(«+ ■<') 

where are the corrections for the two ends, but the calcula¬ 

tion implies that H ^ and k are small. However, it is 

only on this condition that the conductivities at the two ends can, as 

a rule, be estimated independentlh of one another. The equation is 

equivalent to 

ft ( Ji °< + =- 

and the frequencies are therefore those which are assigned to a pipe 

of length by the first theory. The harmonic relation be¬ 

tween the various normal modes is preserved, but the approximation is more 

precarious the higheï the order of the harmonic. 

The wave lengths of the proper tones are in all cases fixed 

by the linear dimensions, but the frequencies, which vary as the velocity 

of sound, will rise and fall with the temperature. An open organ pipe is 

tuned by means of a contrivance which increases or diminishes the 

effective aperture at the open end (the end remote from the mouth proper). 
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The pitch of a closed pipe is regulated by adjusting the position 

of a plug which forms the barrier. 

(?/ 
In some later work than that discussed Eayleigh considers 

again the question of the open organ pipe in two demensions. The wave 

length of the vibration is supposed to be very great, so that in the 

neighborhood of the mouth the flow follows the electrical law. If we 

use this analogy and regard the walls of the pipe and the flange as 

non-conductors, the question is one of the resistance of the air space 

measured from a section well inside the pipe to an infinite distance 

beyond the mouth (according to Eayleigh). And in spite of the exten¬ 

sion to infinity the resistance is finite. To show this let r be the 

radius of a large sphere whose center is at the mouth. The resistance 

between r and r f dr is A/2/r/ix , hence the part corresponding 

to the passage from a sufficiently great value of r outwards to infinity 

may be made small at pleasure. 

A parallel treatment of the problem in two dimensions, 

where inside the mouth the boundary consists of two parallel planes, 

which 
P ' 

appears to fail. Since now the resistance involves J 

has no limit. So when the wave length is very great, the correction to 

the length becomes an infinite multiple of the width of the pipe. 

We consider with Eayleigh the question of how the correction compares 

with A when A is given. In fact it seems that it vanishes when 

the width of the pipe is indefinitely diminished. The consluèion of 

his work is that if the wave length (or pipe length) be given, the 

mouth or open end may be treated more and more accurately as a loop 

(7). See #53 in Bibliography. 
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as the width is diminished without limit. Both parts of the pressure- 

vibration, one corresponding to inertia and one to dissipative escape 

of energy, ultimately vanish. 

We shall now be content to briefly outline, in general, some 

other papers of interest in connection with the theory of sound in organ 

pipes. These papers are for the most part experimental in nature. We 

give attention first to papers dealing with the troublesome question of 

corrections for the open end. 

Using the velocity potential as the variable, Brellouin finds 

the corrections for various mouths of org n pipes*. For those ordinarily 

employed the theoretical result agress well with the rule.adopted by 

Cavaille-Coll, but the expression here obtained is susceptible to wider 

application. 

In 1860 Caballle-Coll, a French organ-builder, showed that 

the sum-total of the lip and open-end corrections to the length of an 

organ pipe was 2b, where b is the depth of the pipe. In 1877 R.H.M. 

Bosanquet found that the end correction for a square iron pipe five 

inches long and of two inch side was 0.44b. This pipe was without 

flange. As we have pointed out, Rayleigh has calculated the correction 

for the open end for cylindrical pipes having an infinite horizontal 

flange to be between 0.82R and 0.78R, the flange having the effect of 

increasing the end correction by 0.2R. Bosanquet later gave the more 

correct value of 0.25R for the increase in effective length due to 

the flange. 

* See Bibliography No. 16 
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Higgs and Tyte* have investigated how far Rayleigh's analogy 

with the problem of electrical resistance holds good in the case of 

square pipes. They found that the value of the open-end correction for 

a square organ pipe was 0.809 - 0.001 times b. As to Rayleigh's 

analogy between the acoustical and electrical problems, it appears that 

a linear relation exists between them, and allowing for the open-end cor¬ 

rection the value in the acoustical case is directly proportional to its 

electrical equivalent. The experiments hâve shown that the shape of 

the flange very close to the opening is very important, suggesting that 

the transition from the plane waves inside the pipe to the spherical 

waves which travel out into free space takes place rapidly and very 

near the opening, at a short distance from which the waves have taken 

up their final form. 

Anderson and Ostensen** have made a study of the effect of 

frequency on end correction of pipes. The authors claim their method is 

ten times more accurate than any formerly reported. The end corrections 

were found to be dependent upon the frequency, increasing with decreasing 

values of tyù (wave-length/diameter) to J\/ù> ■=. 4 approximately, 

beyond which there was a decrease. 

Bate*** has done quite a bit of work on the subject of end 

corrections and conductance at the mouth. In the paper we are now con- 

sidering he used a slit in the pipe (used in a former experiment ) of 

* See #.33 of Bibliography. 
** See #3 of Bibliography 
*** See §, -5 of Bibliography 
•+• See # 4 of Bibliography 



width .05 throughout so that by the former paper 

= b. lb 7 
where V is the velocity of the air jet, n the frequency of the note, 

h the height of the mouth. From this the air pressures were calculated 

which were required to make the pipe sound with maximum stability at 

frequencies of 128, 256, 288, 520, 540 respectively. The correction 

was obtained by subtracting the length of the pipe (measured from the 

lip to the inner face of the plate closing end) from one quarter the 

corresponding wave-length. This correction was found for each fre¬ 

quency for each height of the mouth, the air pressure having been ad¬ 

justed to its appropriate value each time. The length of the pipe was 

found at which it gave four beats per sec. with the fork used as stand¬ 

ard, i.e. until the frequency of the pipe was n-4, where n is the fre¬ 

quency of the fork, ^he length was then adjusted until it had a fre¬ 

quency of n 4. The arithmetic mean was taken as the length of the 

pipe of frequency n. 

In a paper by Lord Kayleigh he gives the equation 

/IdAjL  ~— 

C /) 
2-rrA 

for a cylindirical resonator without a neck, in which L is the length, 

A the cross-section, /\ is the wave length of the natural frequency, 

and c is the conductance of the orifice assumed to be circular. Another 

form is found by Lamb for the same type of resonator. It is 
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where o( is the end correction (That is, , the amount by which L 

falls short of ). . From these 

<< = c-A 
In the present paper Bate concludes that a stopped organ- 

pipe behaves in exactly the same way as the resonator provided that 

the edge tone set up by the vortex system in the air stream at the 

mouth of the pipe synchronizes with the natural frequency of the air- 

column in the pipe. It follows that the usual resonator formula may 

be applied. This formula (<rC-A ) is shown to hold experimentally 

if c is regarded as being somewhat larger than the equivalent diameter 

( % ifufr the area of orifice) of the orifice. Vfe shall have some¬ 

thing to say about a third paper by Bate in 1930 concerning end-corrections, 

in which he showed that the results of paper under discussion are also 

applicable to the mouth of an open pipe, if the correction of the open 

end be addedj and in which paper the gap in the previous one between 

frequencies 128 and 256 is bridged by including a frequency of 192. In 

the second paper the end-corrections at the mouth for each height of 

mouth were shown to remain practically constant when the length of the 

pipe was increased by one or two half wave-lengths. This also holds for the 

open pipe, so that the wave-lengths can be measured by lengthening the pipe 

until it recovers its initial frequency. 

One of the most recent studies made of the correction of an 

open organ pipe is that of the third paper by A. E. Bate*. He shows 

that the end correction at the mouth-of an organ flue-pipe is independent 

*See #5, Bibliography 



of the frequency, but depends on the dimensions of the mouth and on 

the sectional area of the pipe. The correction has the same value 

whether the pipe be open or closed, and is unaffected by the motion 

of the air jet. It is shown that the correction <V in terms of A, 

the sectional area of the pipe, and CÜ , the area of the mouth, may be 

represented by 

where k is a constant. We note this is of linear dimension. 

The correction (3 at the open end is found to be independent 

both of the dimensions of the mouth and of the frequency. His result 

where R is the radius. 

The condition at the base, or speaking end, are more complex 

nd it seems not much has been done concerning corrections for this case. 

edge tones or cutting tones. A. E. Bate* made experimental study of 

"edge tones" which had formerly been investigated by Wachsmuth and 

KSnig. These tones are formed by a stream of air passing from a narrow 

slit and striking a sharp edge parallel to the slit. The conditions 

governing the frequency of the tone are the distance from slit to edge, 

and the velocity of the air. Assuming that air issues from a slit X, 

is somewhat larger than the usually accepted value, being (5 =. . ù>ê> R 

We come next to a few papers dealing with the question of 

*See #6, Bibliography 



and strikes an edge Y, it has been shown that a vortex system is formed 

such that when a vortex R passes Y, another P is formed on the same 

side of the air stream at the slit, and a third on the other side midway 

between P and R. The frequency of the edge tone is equal to the number 

of vortices on one side of the jet (which passes the edge) per sec. If 

U is the velocity of the vortex in XY direction and iff! s h then 

XY r PR = h and W = nh. The air on the outside of the vortex is at 

rest, so the jet must be moving with a velocity 2V, then V « 2U = 2nh 

and V/nh = 2 where V is the velocity of the jet. This has been experi¬ 

mentally verified. Increase of jet velocity beyond a certain point 

causes a re-arrangement of the vortex system in which twice the number 

of vortices pass Y per sec. and double the velocity causes double the 

frequency, if h is unchanged. This result also agrees with experiment. 

If the system be coupled with a column of air to form an 

organ pipe, the alternate vortices give rise to compressions which travel 

up the tube 1/4 h and return in time to augment the effect of the next 

vortex on the other side of the edge (or lip as it now becomes). On in¬ 

creasing the pressure it is found the frequency is doubled and the pipe 

sounds the octave} if however the height h be halved the octave is again 

elicited without the increase in pressure and therefore the velocity. In 

the first case the octave is obtained by over-blowing and in the second 

the pipe is normally blown. 

Summarizing Bate's study, we find that he showed the vortex 

theory of edge tones to apply in the case of the mouth of an organ pipe 

in that V/nh » constant, where V is the velocity of the air jet, n is ’ 
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the frequency of the note, and h the height of the mouth. If V is in 

feet per sec. and h is in feet, the constant is 2 for ordinary edge 

tones; whereas it is large in the case discussed, and is given by 

74/3 (.3 - S), where S is the thickness of the jet in inches. An ex¬ 

planation of the deviation is offered, and this indicates that the 

diameter of the vortices is the same for the three slit-widths used, at 

all frequencies, for the same value of h, but increases with increase in 

h. The pipe had its mouth in a plate which otherwise closed one end of 

the pipe, and in consequence that air had to be blown across the pipe 

instead of along it. This enabled the height of the mouth to be altered 

without altering the length of the air column. If a is the distance from 

the opening through which the air issues to the edge which it strikes and 

the speed of flow is v, Konig# calculates frequency of tone is nearly 

The question arises as to how the tone is elecited by the blow¬ 

ing of a resonator. V. Hensen takes the view that an air-current draws 

the surrounding still air into its motion. So that, in his view, secondary 

currents at right angles to the main one occur on each side of it. Fol¬ 

lowing up this idea, a theory of the action of blowing an organ--pipe 

was put forward. Tfachsmuth and Kreis* ** take another view. It is well 

known that an air-blast directed against an edge generates a tone, here 

called a "cutting tone" (Schneiderton). Further, the frequency of this 

tone depends on the strength of the air currect producing it, and rises 

with increasing velocity of this air blast. Thus the air current strik- 

* See #36, Bibliography 
See # 67,Bibliography 



ing the edge of the organ pipe's mouth is linened to a reed whose 

pitch rises as the air-pressure is increased. Whenever the air-blast 

and direction of the current are so adjusted that the pitch of this 

aerial reed agrees with one of the tones proper to the pipe that tone 

is elicited. After experiments to test this hypothesis, the author's 

chief conclusions ares The generation of tones in flue pipes may he ex¬ 

plained by the theory of cutting (edge) tones. The other motions of the 

air present in the pipe have only a secondary significance. 

There exists considerable doubt as to the magnitude of the 

periodic changes in pressure and the accompanying changes in velocity 

and temperature which the air in a sounding organ pipe undergoes. The 

difficulty arises, experimentally, from not being able to follow these 

rapid changes; and has prevented the success of many attempts. The re¬ 

sults of well qualified experimenters have not been in agreement. Kundt* 

and later Dvorak** using a manometer provided with a valve which opened 

and shut with the frequency of the air oscillations in the pipe, measured 

the cumulative pressure of the condensations. Topler and Boltzmann"^ 

used an optical method. 

Richardson^conceived the idea of using an adaption of the 

hot-wire anemometer for measuring the average velocity at different 

points in the organ pipe - the displacement amplitude being calculated 

*Ann.d.Physik Vol. 128, p. 337 
** Ann.d.Physik Vol.150, 0.410 

t Ann.D.Physik Vol. 141,P.521 
£ See #56,Bibliography 



from this. His unitial object was to evolve a method by which, with a 

single apparatus, velocity distribution in the usual form of pipe at 

any blowing pressure could be found. By using a calibrated hot-wire, 

each velocity is read as the resistance in a postoffice box required 

to reduce a galvanometer deflection to zero. By his method a complete 

velocity distribution curve for the pipe, blown at a constant pressure, 

can be obtained in less than an hour. He concludes that the steady 

drop of resistance of a hot-wire grid is suitable for the study of the 

amplitude of vibration in organ pipes, without cutting into or specially 

adapting the pipe, and in the form of a single wire offers the minimum 

distrubance to the motion. The method, he finds, is also adapted to 

measurements of the decoy of sound in narrow tubes and of obsorption 

coefficients of materials. 

In a paper by I*ove and Dawson* quantative measurements were 

taken to ascertain the relation between the sound intensity of wind-blown 

instruments and the blowing pressure. The intensities of sound emitted 

by a tone-variator resonator and an organ pipe were measured by a Rayleigh 

resonator while the blowing pressure was noted by means of a water 

monometer. Assumptions concerning the constancy of the pitch of the sound 

and permanancy of the sound pattern appeared justified. 

The measurements showed that the intensity of the sound 

varied directly with the blowing pressure for the tone-variator and 

*See #41, Bibliography 



gave nearly a direct relation for the organ pipe. £ discussion of 

the theory indicated that only part of the energy of the air pressure 

was converted into sound. 

The natural pitch of an organ pipe cannot be accurately 

determined from its material dimensions, but only by experiment; such 

for example, as noting the frequency of an exterior source of sound 

which produces the maximum resonance in the pipe. 

When an organ pipe is made to "speak” in the ordinary way, 

it is a matter of common knowledge that the pitch of note produced is 

to some extent dependent on the pressure of the wind supply and has not 

been satisfactorily accounted for. However Rayleigh carried on some 

experiments on this subject*. In this connection Mallocks** has in 1918 

carried out interesting experiments which show that low wind pressure 

reduces the pitch, while higher pressures raise it. 

The exact equation for plane waves of sound leads to a re¬ 

sult which cannot hold beyond a certain time, owing to the fact that 

the motion becomes discontinuous. In this connection Wilton"^" shows 

that the ordinary approximate solution, in which displacement is re¬ 

garded as a small quantity whose square may be neglected, does not begin 

to depart widely from the truth until the motion approaches the stage 

in which it becomes discontinuous. His mathematical investigation shows 

that for a low note, just audible, the notion of the air is such that 

viscosity and other influences will cause the motion to cease long before 

* See # Bibliography 
** See jf Bibliography 
*t See # 71,Bibliography 



discontinuity sets in. But a high, loud note gives rise to a motion 

which instantly becomes discontinuous. 

Seddig* carried out an interesting experiment in which an 

organ pipe is laid horizontally and provided with several holes on the 

upper side. These are fitted with membranes and covered with a 2-mm. 

thick layer of water and glycerine mixture in ration 4:3. Light from an 

arc lamp is then directed downwards on these liquid surfaces which re¬ 

flect it on a screen. On sound the pipe and illuminating the liquid 

reflectors, each is found to exhibit on the image the state of things 

at the place in question. Nodes, antinodes, and intermediate positions 

are thus clearly distinguished. 

Weisskopf** made a critical examination of the ordinary 

method of making the calculation of sound energy. When deriving the 

expression for the rate of flow of energy in a plane wave of sound 

it is usual to neglect second order variations in pressure and volume. 

This writer shows that this is not justified, and the potential energy 

of a sound wave as calculated from the hydrodynamical equations is not 

single valued, and that second order terms vary according as the source 

of sound produces changes in pressure, volume or velocity. 

4* 

A. L. Foley * studied the speed of sound-pulses in pipes. 

One of the most desirable parts of this paper is an historical survey 

of the work done on the speed of sound in pipes, with a two page table 

of results obtained. 

* See #62, Bibliography 
** See # 70, Bibliography 
+ See # 24, Bibliography 



E. J. Irons* studied the effect of constructions in organ 

pipes. This paper deals with the problem of designing an organ pipe 

capable of emitting a note lower than possible by an ordinary stopped 

pipe of the same length. 

As a vibrating system analogous to an open pipe, Selenyi** 

considered a stretched string, divided into three portions. The first 

portion, of considerable density, represents the air in the pipe} the 

third portion, of much less density, represents the open air} while the 

second part, of graduated density, represents the special region which 

gives the correction at the open end. He treats this analogous system 

mathematically. 

Barton"^ gives a mathematical theory of conical and quasl- 

conical pipes based upon the condensation instead of the velocity po¬ 

tential. He explains, among other things, why a conical pipe, closed 

at the vertex and open at the base, should have the same pitch and the 

same complete series of harmonic tones as a parallel pipe open at both 

end, whereas a parallel pipe if closed at one end falls in pitch about 

an actave and loses all the evenly numbered partials. Quite a lot of 

theoretical and experimental work has been done concerning pipes of un¬ 

usual shapes and types. References to these will be found in the 

bibliography. 

* See #34, Bibliography 
** See #65, Bibliography 
t See #7, Bibliography 
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